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Preface I Would like to thank my committee members Professor
R. Roger Remington, Mark Collien and Barbara Polowy
for their inspiration, guidance and patience throughout
my entire thesis development process.
My sincere appreciation to Dr. Ronald Hilton who gave
me the encouragement to pursue graduate studies
at RIT.
Deepest appreciation to Dr. Lois Mailou Jones
Pierre-Noel for her prevailing spirit and belief in me.
I would also like to thank Roderick Martinez for his
unconditional friendship, loyalty and influence. Long
live the Bauhaus!
Special acknowledgement to Guy Rocourt, thank you
for your enduring patience in producing the video.
Thanks to Professor Gordon Goodman, who has no
idea how his "words of wisdom" have affected me.
Jo-Cile, Pam and Rodney Harvey receive my most
loving appreciation for their faith and trust in all paths of
life that I have chosen. God bless.
Introduction The printed magazine has undergone a series of
changes within this century. People have a variety of
uses for the magazine ranging from an informational
source to an entertainment. Technological
advancements in printing production as well as the
implementation of interactive media have greatly
challenged the look and function of magazines.
My goal in developing IISMA (Interactive Informational
System of Modern Architecture), was to create an
interactive media system that would function as a
primary source of reference for a specific audience
-practicing architects. This interactive media prototype
allows the user to gain access information about new
trends and current issues in the world of architecture.
The type of information available includes profiles of
architectural firms, new building and interior products,
local and national architectural exhibits and more.
Since the development of interactive media, several
interactive magazines have been produced, and at the
introduction of any new medium like television, they
often reveal certain aesthetic shortcomings. These
include overdone visual and sound effects, confusing
navigation through the program (especially problematic
for the novice computer user), and poor legibility of text
and imagery. I believe that as a graphic designer, that
the interface should be kept clear and above all, simple.
Design integrity along with the careful consideration of
the user should be top priority for the designerwhen
developing an interactive interface and if was my desire
to create an interface with these important principles
in mind.
Proposal Development In the summer of 1992, while working as a student
assistant in the Archives and Special Collections in
Wallace Library, I became familiar with several notable
examples of effectively designed magazines. These
included early issues of Vanity Fair, Fortune, Harper's
Bazaar, Gebrauchgraphik, and Portfolio. I began to pay
close attention to each of these publication's formats
such as its grid system, the typography used and the
relationship between typography and imagery. Based
on these formal criteria, I decided my thesis project
would center around highlighting a systematic format for
a magazine.
I discussed the idea of restructuring a magazine with
my professor and soon-to-be chief thesis advisor, Prof.
R. Roger Remington. I had even chosen a local
Rochester magazine Daka (now defunct)as the
publication that I would redesign. The concept was to
apply a new grid structure to this magazine and develop
a new
"identity."
Professor Remington gave me positive feedback
concerning the concept; however, he believed that I
could broaden the topic by creating a format for a new
magazine rather than restructuring the format of an
existing publication.
Research Development After considering the possibilities of developing such a
format, Professor Remington suggested that the focus
of the project should be the concept of the magazine as
an information system. By fall quarter, the scope of the
thesis proposal began to narrow as I eliminated the idea
of redesigning the format of DAKA. It became evident
early in the project that something much more
significant could be done in developing a magazine as
an information system. If this magazine were to serve
as an aesthetic example of magazine design based on
the history of the magazine, then it should also break
new ground in some other area of media as well. This
medium would be the computer, the
"tool"
of the future,
and the magazine I designed would transcend the
printed page to become an interactive, computer-based
publication. To fully understand the breadth of this
project, I needed to view interactive prototypes of
magazines already in existence. In his book, Modern
Magazine Design .William Owen, makes reference to
such magazine prototypes such as interactive versions
of The Economist and Conde Nast Traveler. I began to
explore effective printed magazine design materials
located in the Special Collections at Wallace Library
and I also examined interactive media programs
available at RIT's American Video Institute including
MacWorld and Verbum . Mark Collien, my associate
thesis advisor, demonstrated these two programs and
pointed out some specific effects to watch for. I later
found out about another interactive system from my
other associate thesis advisor, Barbara Polowy, which
is accessible through the Wallace Library Internet
system. This is called the "Dow Jones News Retrieval
System and it allows its user to retrieve a wide range of
information. After examining these interactive systems,
I was instructed by Prof Remington to compile a list of
qualities that make a periodical distinct, from other
forms of visual media (see Appendix II). Once these
qualities were determined, I could proceed with
implementing a specific focus of how the interface of
the interactive system would operate. The next step
was to choose a topic for the interactive media format.
Many ideas came to mind including an interactive travel
publication, a graphic design archive magazine and an
electronic newsletter for the National Graphic Design
Archive Corsortium (see Appendix II). I also explored
the suggestion of creating an interactive information
system targeted toward a specific audience came into
play. This decision led me to choose architecture, an
area of long term interest to me. So, after several
weeks of contemplation I chose to create an interactive
informational system of architecture. After choosing this
topic, I promptly arranged a meeting with my former
my former professor for American Architecture,
Houghton WetherakJ, to discuss his perspective of
how this type of information system could be used
(Appendix II). Professor Wetherald stated that
practicing architects rather than architectural historians
or professors would benefit more from this interactive
media. Wetherald also recommended I contact a few
local architectural firms to gain a better insight into the
needs of the practicing architect. I began reviewing
architectural magazine publications such as Abitare,
Metropolis and Blueprint, which would later serve as
valuable sources for imagery and grid arrangement.
By mid-February, I became more concerned about how
the interface would look and what its contents would be
(see Appendix II).
Professor Remington referred me to an interactive
program designed by a recent graduate, Ed Walker.
This interactive program was based on the architectural
works of Frank Lloyd Wright and I found it to be useful
in determining the type of special effects I could utilize
in my program. I also viewed a hypermedia book called
"The
Pyramid"
created by Colette Gaiter, Professor of
Art and Design at Minneapolis College of Art
and Design.
Following up on Professor Wetherald's advice, I
contacted a few of the local architectural firms, including
Durfee and Bridges and Macon and Chantreuil. I found
it quite difficult to arrange a meeting time with a
representative from either of these firms so I delayed
these meetings indefinitely. By the end of February, I
was meeting each of my committee members on an
individual, weekly basis in order to receive necessary
feedback.
The interactive media system would be created in the
software program, HyperCard. Already having some
knowledge of the software, I enrolled in a course during
the winter quarter called "Programming for Interactive
Media"
taught by Professor Gordon Goodman. Initially,
I had difficulty learning the scripting commands for
HyperCard. After reviewing a few user's manuals to the
software, I overcame most of the obstacles of scripting.
The next stage was to begin creating some sketches for
the interface.
Project Development
interface design
Before I began designing the interface for the
interactive media system known as IISMA (Interactive
Information System of Modern Architecture), Professor
Remington recommended that I develop a navigational
chart showing how the user would move through the
system as well as the features available to the user
(see Appendix III). After discussing elements and
subjects that would be included in the interactive
system, I designed some conceptual sketches for the
interface in the software program, Design Studio (see
Appendix IV). After reviewing the sketches with
Professor Remington, I began creating formats for each
part of the system. This included formats for sections
like advertisements, editorials, feature stories, and
local and national exhibits. Once I began the process
of formatting each section, several concerns arose.
One concern was the balance of text and imagery.
Professor Remington suggested that the imagery
should be the key factor of the screen. Other concerns
were to demonstrate the links between issues of IISMA
and the development of a 'leaser
screen."
Once satisfied with a format for IISMA, I created a map
to serve as a table of contents to the system. Since
early winter quarter, I had been reviewing various
architectural magazines, particularly Metropolis,
Progressive Architecture and Architectural Digest, for
images of buildings, interiors and building products. I
also used these magazines as resources for
prototypical feature stories.
Based on the sketches I created in HyperCard, I
designed the interface for each section. Development
of each screen was at times tedious, especially when it
was time to link all of the screens in the HyperCard
stack together. I sought the help of Philip Dorsey, an
American Video Institute instructor, who became very
helpful in assisting me with the technical aspects of the
program. Once the format of the program came into
place, I scheduled my second thesis committee meeting
in mid-March for discussion of the format as well as a
series of three supplemental posters whose purpose
was to provide an explanation of what the user should
expect from IISMA.
A number of suggestions were made by committee
members concerning the HyperCard stack. Professor
Remington suggested that my stack should
demonstrate cross-referencing. The term "threading,"
which means linking one subject, word or term to
another part of the stack, is an example of interactive
cross-referencing. To achieve this I needed to develop
at least two back issues of IISMA.
supplemental posters
Also "hot text", another hypermedia feature was
suggested as a useful effect in the stack. Mr. Collien
agreed to help me with the threading aspect of
the stack.
During the second thesis meeting, I presented the
committee with rough comps of the three supplemental
posters. I became concerned and anxious about the
presentation of my project in the Bevier Gallery as the
deadline was imminent for the third thesis exhibition
opening (April 30). I had integrated images taken from
various architectural resource books and combined
Ihese images with a number of quotes about interactive
media. Professor Remington felt that the development
of these posters was premature and that I should focus
my attention on the evolution of the interactive system.
He also stated that once the interactive stack was
further developed, some of the elements from the stack
could be extracted for the posters. Although the
deadline for the thesis show was only five weeks away,
I decided to put all my efforts into completing the stack.
Once Professor Remington and I felt comfortable with
progress on the stack, I returned to the posters once
again. Based on Professor Remington's suggestion at
the last thesis meeting, I used elements from the stack
to describe visually what made my project unique.
I met with Barbara Polowy on April 8 so that we could
review the interactive stack and so that I could get
some idea about how I would design the posters. Ms.
Polowy suggested that of the series of three, the first
should describe what IISMA is, the second should show
about how the program works and the third should
highlight a specific part of the program. Based on these
ideas , I developed a format for the supplemental
posters and designed them using the software
programs Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator (see
Appendix IV). Adobe Illustratorwas used to recreate
the interface of the map screen. Adobe Photoshopwas
used to create a collage of imagery for the first poster.
Once type corrections were made by Ms. Polowy, I
printed the poster using a high-resolution linotronic
system.
video presentation I located and contacted a third-year film and video
major named Guy Rocourt on April 4. I explained to Mr.
Rocourt that I wanted to develop a five-minute video
presentation to demonstrate the program.
Guy was enthusiastic about the project and had some
good ideas about how we could put this together. The
video became a "selling
tool"
set in an architect's office
with a fellow classmate, Jason Snape, portraying an
architect who demonstrates the system.
Guy Rocourt and I encountered technical problems
during production of the video. The main problem was
transferring the images of the interactive stack from the
computer to video without a great deal of picture
interference. Other problems like synchronization of
sound and image and editing were issues that Mr.
Rocourt had to confront. With only a few days until the
thesis opening, I became ambivalent about the video.
Before its premiere, I asked peers to review the tape.
Their comments were generally good so I felt more
comfortable about showing it during the thesis exhibit.
Conclusion The interactive stack developed for IISMA was quite
thorough and addressed many of the goals that I had
originally set out to accomplish. Despite my initial
shortcomings with the software program,HyperCard, I
mastered this system and feel a sense of personal
accomplishment in this.
The supplemental posters I designed were concise and
clear and served as a good explanatory tool for
the user.
Chief among to goals not accomplished during this
project are an in-depth example of cross-referencing
between issues of IISMA and development of an
effective teaser screen.
evaluation In order to evaluate my project, I gave copies of the
video presentation and the HyperCard stack to faculty
and peers along with an evaluation sheet (see
Appendix V). Most responses were generally positive
particularly concerning the interface design.
personal observation I feel that interactive media will continue to flourish as
an alternative source for information in the near future.
I believe that the interactive system that I created will
be a useful reference tool. Interactive media has
broadened my outlook on graphic design. It is now my
objective to find employment that would integrate
design with an interactive program. I am anxiously
awaiting new advancements in interactive media and I
hope to be on the cutting edge of this new technology.
Appendix I Thesis Proposals
Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
November 12, 1992
Draft 9
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
716.427.7425
Audience:
Graphic designers
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct page grids,
pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the time will come when
the printed page will be supplanted by the computer screen for exclusive information on world events,
sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth. Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that
has been developed by a group of engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge
about computer graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the design pro
fession to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior conceptual design for the
new system.
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of the mag
azine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new technologies in computer de
sign. The new format would retain standard design principles of its print antecedants while dem
onstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Mission Statement:
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve as a model
for designers to ensure that subsequent hypermedia programs will continue to maintain high standards
of legibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical foundation based on the principles of effective printed
magazine design.
'he Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve as a representational
nodel for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs will continue to maintain high standards ot leg
ality and aesthetics and a solid, historical foundation based on the principles ot effective pnnted magazine design
goals objectives processes and strategies
Theory 1.0 To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the
format and foundation for various types of information systems.
1.1 Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop
a format suitable for a given subject.
a) Develop and compose various magazine layout prototypes on the
Apple Mcintosh (simple to complex) considering design principles
and elements such as pictures, captions, main text and subtext.
b) Review current magazine electronic prototypes such as
The Economist, a/id Conde Nast Traveler and 20-20 magazines
(devised by MultiMedia Corporation) for ideas concerning project
development and need.
1 .2 Given the interactive magazine format, the user should be able to readily access
information about a specific subject such as sports, politics, and entertainment.
a) Develop a list of subjects that might be suitable for an
electronic format.
b) Develop a list of supplemental subjects that will serve as adjacent
information for the hypermedia system (related subjects).
c) Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed
magazine and a hypermedia format in order to derive common
components from each.
. Technology 2.0 To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model for designers. The
designer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design standards
during developmental stages of subsequent hypermedia applications.
2.1 Given a standardized electronic magazine format, the designer can create his
own hypermedia program.
a) Develop a list of experimental functions/capabilities acceptable
for the designer to use within an interactive program such as the
integration of sound, scrolling, and cinematic three-
dimensional imagery.
b) Research other existing interactive media models such as
Verbum.Macword. Einstein and Dow Jones News Retrieval
System (accessible through Wallace Library informaton system.
2.2 The designer will utilize hypermedia programs such as Supercard and
HyperCard to develop electronic magazine formats.
a) Develop a comparative list of functions of these programs to
determine capabilities of each.
b) Experiment with hypermedia programs (with assistance from
Mark Collien and Nancy Ciolek) to determine which program
would best serve this project's objectives.
Content 3.0 To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as a primary historical reference
in the development of the new magazine format.
3.1 Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify
and learn from an effective printed magazine page layout and bridge this
knowledge into a hypermedia system.
a) Explore effective printed magazine design materials located in the
Special Collections at Wallace Library. Magazines such as
Portfolio, Gebrauchsgraphik, and Vanity Fair, could serve as
a fundamental basis for a hypermedia format.
3.2 Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to resolve a design
problem (aesthetic) within the interactive program by examining historic references
from the printed page.
a) Provide the designer with a compilation of reference materials in
order to assist the him or her in the process of the hypermedia
design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
Application 4.0 To develop an Informational poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will
serve as interpretational matrix for the program.
4.1 Given the informational poster, the designer should be able to interpret as well as
develop his own matrix for an interactive media format.
a) Compose a series of informational posters that would clearly
explain the steps taken in order to develop the hypermedia
system.
b) Utilize committee memberRoger Remington to serve as design
consultant for the informationalposter.
goals objectives indicators of success
Evaluation 5.0 To evaluate Interactive media system and modify accomplishments.
5.1 After utilizing the hpermedia system, the user should be able to efficiently and readily
access information on a specific subject.
a) The user will be able to create his or her own path through the
hypermedia program.
b) The user should be able to attain adjacent subjects related to the
primary subject.
c) The user will complete an evaluation form which would determine the
efficiency of the hypermedia program.
5.2 After evaluating the interactive program, the user evaluate the effectiveness and
comprehensibility of the informational poster.
a) The designer will take a copy of the poster for reference.
b) The user will complete an evaluation form which would determine the
comprehensibility of the informational poster.
agmatics/ SyQuest disk 65.00
jdget Paper 40.00
Foam core 30.00
Chromatek 90.00
Slides 20.00
Photocopying 25.00
ssemination This project will exist on disk and will be available to any designers interested in viewing the application. It is
not intended for duplication; however, the informational poster can be reproduced.
Bibliography William Owen. Modern Magazine Design. New York: Rizzoli International Inc., 1991
Fred Rtichen. In Our Own Image.
MacWorld.
Portfolio. Alexy Brodovitch
PostModern Culture.
Verbum.
glossary of Terms archival history
Information and reference materials from the past.
advertising space
Space expressly available for advertisers.
bleed photos
Photos that exceed the page limit.
collaboration
To work or cooperate with another, especially in literary or scientific pursuits.
conceptual
A mental image: especially a generalized idea formed by combinig the elements of a class into
the notion of one object;also,a thought or opinion.
department heads
The captioned part that describes a specific section of a newpaper, magazine or
hypermedia system.
double-page spreads
two adjacent or opposite page magazine or hypermedia page spreads.
editorial
An article in the newpaper, magazine or hypermedia published as the periodical's official
expression of opinion on some issue.
headline
A summarizing word or words set in bold type at the head of a newspaper column or
hypermedia story.
hypermedia
An interactive computer program utilized to gather, interpret and receive information.
index
A descriptive list, as of items in a collection; catalog.
interactive media
A computer system which allows its user to access information interactively. The computer
monitor serves as the visual tool for the system.
table of contents
A list of subjects and feature stories found in a book, magazine or hypermedia system.
text/image relation
The correlation and unified merger of text to imagery as found in a magazine or
hypermedia system.
visual codes
A system of imagery or graphic repesentations that serve as signal references.
visible language
A resource tool that is concerned with research and ideas that heop define the unique role and
properties of written language.
Profile of Poggenpohl/Cato interview
Poggenpohl Cato
Collaboration is positively valued both in the context of book and hypermedia conception and pro
duction.
The magazine will break down into specific categories.
It is important to understand the relationship between verbal language
and design. ..they must go hand in hand.
Power and control manifest themselves in different ways in the book and hypermedia.
Magazines are being challenged by television.
Good editing and good text is critical.
Text and image relationships are different in the book and hypermedia.
Type will become obsolete and emphasis will be placed on imagery.
The user will be able to control the images.
The concept behind Vis a Vis was to set up a pattern and give the
audience something that they had never seen before...beautiful
photographs with very little text. That's what's happening now and
that's what's going to happen in the future.
Anything in Portfolio can essentially transformed into a hypermedia
program.
The act of reading changes from the printed book to hypermedia.
Printedmagazines will still have their place for those who like
to read.
Prestigious publications such as House and Garden andArchitectural
Digest will remain in their printed form and will continue to have a
longer shelf life.
The magazine is a permanent record of information and will continue
to have a function.
Magazines that are headed toward hypermedia include People,
National Geographic and Vanity Fair.
A magazine that will never become a hypermedia program is
The New Republic.
Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
November 2, 1992
Draft 8
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
716.427.7425
Audience:
Graphic designers
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transceefteato- the computer screen for ex
clusive information on world events, sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth.
Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new-system.
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new tech
nologies in computer design. The new format would retain standard design principles of its
predecessor while demonstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Mission Statement:
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve
as a representational model for designers-in-order that subsequent hypermedia programs
will continue to maintain high standards of legibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical
foundation based on the principles of effective printed magazine design.
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve as a representational
model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs will continue to maintain high standards of leg -
bility and aesthetics and a solid, historical foundation based on the principles of effective printed magazine design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
neory /-To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the format
and foundation for various types of information systems.
i Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop
a format suitable for a given subject.
-/ Develop and compose various magazine layoutprototypes on the
' Apple Mcintosh (simple to complex) considering design principles
and elements such as pictures, captions, main text and subtext.
Review currentmagazine electronic prototypes such as
The Economist, and Conde Nast Traveler and 20-20magazines
(devised by MultiMedia Corporation) for ideas concerning project
development and need.
Given the interactive magazine format.the user should be able to readily access
information about a specific subject such as sports, politics, entertainment, etc.
Comprise a list of subjects that might be suitable for an
electronic format.
Comprise a list of supplemental subjects that will serve as adjacent
information for the hypermedia system (related subjects).
Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed
magazine and a hypermedia format in order to derive common
components from each.
Technology To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model format for designers. The
designer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design standards dur
ing developmental stages of subsequent hypermedia formats.
Given a standardized electronic magazine format, the designer can format his
own hypermedia program.
Develop a list of experimental functions/capabilities acceptable for
the designer to use within an interactive program such as the
integration of sound, scrolling, and cinematic three-
dimensional imagery.
Research other existing interactive media models such as Verbum,
Macword, Einstein and Dow Jones Report (retrievable through
Wallace Library mtBiemt system.
The designer will utilize hypermedia programs such as Supercard and
HyperCard to develop electronic magazine formats.
Develop a comparative list of functions of these programs to
determine capabilities of each.
Experiment with hypermedia programs (with assistance from Mark
Collien andNancy Ciolekyinxsrder to determine which program
would better serve this project's objectives.
ontent To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as a primary historical reference in
the development of the new magazine format.
Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify
and learn from an effective printed magazine page layout and bridge this
knowledge into a hypermedia system.
Explore effective printed magazine design materials located in the
Special Collections at Wallace Library. Magazines such as
Portfolio. Gebraufschsaraphik. and Vanity Fair, etc. could serve as
a fundamental basis for a hypermedia format.
Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to resolve a design
problem (aesthetic) within the interactive program by examining historic references
from the printed page.
Provide the designer with a compilation of reference materials in
order to assist the designer in the process of the hypermedia
design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
Application To develop an informational poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will
serve as interpretational matrix for the program.
Given the informational poster, the designer should be able to interpret as well as
develop his own matrix for an interactive media format.
Compose a series of informational posters that would clearly explain
the steps taken in order to develop the hypermedia system.
Utilize committeememberRoger Remington to serve as design
consultant for the informational poster.
objectives
pP '- J
*~ > - r:"
indicators of success
//w, . ;.
Evaluation After utilizing the hypermedia system, the user should be able to efficiently and readily access in
formation on a specific subject.
The user will be able to create his or her own path through the
hypermedal program.
The user should be able to attain adjacent subjects related to the primary
subject.
The user will complete an evaluation form which would determine the
efficiency of the hypermedia program.
After seeing the interpretational poster, the designer should be able to develop a comparable format.
The designer will take a copy of the poster for reference.
Poggenpohl Cato
Profile' Collaboration is positively valued both in the context of book and hypermedia conception and pro
duction.
The magazine will break down into specific categories.
It is important to understand the relationship between verbal language
and design.. .they must go hand in hand.
Power and control manifest themselves in different ways in the book and hypermedia.
Magazines are being challenged by television.
Good editing and good text is critical.
Text and image relationships are different in the book and hypermedia.
Type will become obsolete and emphasis will be placed on imagery.
The user will be able to control the images.
The concept behind Vis a Vis was to set up a pattern and give the
audience something that they had never seen before...beautiful
photographs with very little text. That's what's happening now and
that's what's going to happen in the future.
Anything in Portfolio can essentially transformed into a hypermedia
program.
The act of reading changes from the printed book to hypermedia.
Printedmagazines will still have their place for those who like
to read.
Prestigious publications such as House and Garden andArchitectural
Digest will remain in their printed form and will continue to have a
longer shelf life.
The magazine is a permanent record of information and will continue
to have a function.
Magazines that are headed toward hypermedia include People.
National Geographic and Vanity Fair.
A magazine that will never become a hypermedia program is
The New Republic.'
Bibliography:
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The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve as a representational
model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs will continue to maintain high standards of leg
ibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical foundation based on the principles of effective pnnted magazine design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
. Theory 1.0 To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the
format and foundation for various types of information systems.
1.1 Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop
a format suitable for a given subject.
a) Develop and compose various magazine layout prototypes on the
Apple Mcintosh (simple to complex) considering design principles
and elements such as pictures, captions, main text and subtext.
b) Review currentmagazine electronic prototypes such as
The Economist, andConde Nast Traveler and 20-20 magazines
(devised by MultiMedia Corporation) for ideas concerning project
development and need.
1 .2 Given the interactive magazine format, the user should be able to readily access
information about a specific subject such as sports, politics, and entertainment.
a) Develop a list of subjects that might be suitable for an
electronic format.
b) Develop a list of supplemental subjects that will serve as adjacent
information for the hypermedia system (related subjects).
c) Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed
magazine and a hypermedia format in order to derive common
components from each.
2. Technology 2.0 To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model for designers. The
designer can utilize this format In order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design standards
during developmental stages of subsequent hypermedia applications.
2.1 Given a standardized electronic magazine format, the designer can create his
own hypermedia program.
a) Develop a list of experimental functions/capabilities acceptable
for the designer to use within an interactive program such as the
integration of sound, scrolling, and cinematic three-
dimensional imagery.
b) Research other existing interactive media models such as
Verbum.Macword, Einstein and Dow Jones News Retrieval
System (accessible through Wallace Library informaton system.
2.2 The designer will utilize hypermedia programs such as Supercard and
HyperCard to develop electronic magazine formats.
a) Develop a comparative list of functions of these programs to
determine capabilities of each.
b) Experiment with hypermedia programs (with assistance from
Mark Collien and Nancy Ciolek) to determine which program
would best serve this project's objectives.
Content 3.0 To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as a primary historical reference
in the development of the new magazine format.
3.1 Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify
and learn from an effective printed magazine page layout and bridge this
knowledge into a hypermedia system.
a) Explore effective printedmagazine design materials located in the
Special Collections at Wallace Library. Magazines such as
Portfolio, Gebrauchsgraphik, and Vanity Fair, could serve as
a fundamental basis for a hypermedia format.
3.2 Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to resolve a design
problem (aesthetic) within the interactive program by examining historic references
from the printed page.
b) Provide the designer with a compilation of reference materials in
order to assist the him or her in the process of the hypermedia
design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
4. Application 4.0 To develop an informational poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will
serve as interpretational matrix for the program.
4.1 Given the informational poster, the designer should be able to interpret as well as
develop his own matrix for an interactive media format.
a) Compose a series of informational posters that would clearly
explain the steps taken in order to develop the hypermedia
system.
b) Utilize committee memberRogerRemington to serve as design
consultant for the informational poster.
goals objectives indicators of success
5. Evaluation 5.0 To evaluate Interactive media system and modify accomplishments.
5.1 After utilizing the hpermedia system, the user should be able to efficiently and readily
access information on a specific subject.
a) The user will be able to create his or her own path through the
hypermedia program.
b) The user should be able to attain adjacent subjects related to the
primary subject.
c) The user will complete an evaluation form which would determine the
efficiency of the hypermedia program.
5.2 After evaluating the interactive program, the user evaluate the effectiveness and
comprehensibility of the informational poster.
a) The designer will take a copy of the poster for reference.
b) The user will complete an evaluation form which would determine the
comprehensibility of the informational poster.
;iossary of Terms archival history
Information and reference materials from the past.
advertising space
Space expressly available for advertisers.
bleed photos
Photos that exceed the page limit.
collaboration
To work or cooperate with another, especially in literary or scientific pursuits.
conceptual
A mental image: especially a generalized idea formed by combinig the elements of a class into
the notion of one object;also,a thought or opinion.
department heads
The captioned part that describes a specific section of a newpaper, magazine or
hypermedia system.
double-page spreads
two adjacent or opposite page magazine or hypermedia page spreads.
editorial
An article in the newpaper, magazine or hypermedia published as the periodical's official
expression of opinion on some issue.
headline
A summarizing word or words set in bold type at the head of a newspaper column or
hypermedia story.
hypermedia
An interactive computer program utilized to gather, interpret and receive information.
index
A descriptive list, as of items in a collection: catalog.
interactive media
A computer system which allows its user to access information interactively. The computer
monitor serves as the visual tool for the system.
table of contents _
A list of subjects and feature stories found in a book, magazine or hyprmedia system.
text/image relation v
The correlation and unified merger of text to imagery as found in a magazine or
hypermedia system.
visual codes
A system of imagery or graphic repesentations that serve as signal references.
visible language
A resource tool that is concerned with research and ideas that heop define the unique role and
properties of written language.
Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
October 27, 1992
Draft 7
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
716.427.7425
Audience:
Graphic designers
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transcend onto the computer screen for ex
clusive information on world events, sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth.
Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new system.
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new tech
nologies in computer design. The new format would retain standard design principles of its
predecessor while demonstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Mission Statement:
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve
as a representational model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs
will continue to maintain high standards of legibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical
foundation based on the principles of effective printed magazine design.
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve as a representational
model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs will continue to maintain high standards ot leg
ibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical foundation based on the principles ot effective printedmagazine design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
Theory To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the format
and foundation for various types of information systems.
Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop
a format suitable for a given subject.
Develop and compose various magazine layout prototypes on the
Apple Mcintosh (simple to complex) considering design principles
and elements such as pictures, captions, main text and subtext.
Review current magazine electronic prototypes such as
The Economist, and Conde Nast Traveler and 20-20 magazines
(devised by MultiMedia Corporation) for ideas concerning project
development and need.
Given the interactive magazine format,the user should be able to readily access
information about a specific subject such as sports, politics, entertainment, etc.
Comprise a list of subjects that might be suitable for an
electronic format.
Comprise a list of supplemental subjects that will serve as adjacent
information for the hypermedia system (related subjects).
Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed
magazine and a hypermedia format in order to derive common
components from each.
Technology To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model format for designers. The
designer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design standards dur
ing developmental stages of subsequent hypermedia formats.
Given a standardized electronic magazine format, the designer can format his
own hypermedia program.
Develop a list of experimental functions/capabilities acceptable for
the designer to use within an interactive program such as the
integration of sound, scrolling, and cinematic three-
dimensional imagery.
Research other existing interactive media models such as Verbum,
Macword, Einstein and Dow Jones Report (retrievable through
Wallace Library internet system.
The designer will utilize hypermedia programs such as Supercard and
HyperCard to develop electronic magazine formats.
Develop a comparative list of functions of these programs to
determine capabilities of each.
Experiment with hypermedia programs (with assistance from Mark
Collien and Nancy Ciolek) in order to determine which program
would better serve this project's objectives.
lontent To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as a primary historical reference in
the development of the new magazine format.
Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify
and learn from an effective printed magazine page layout and bridge this
knowledge into a hypermedia system.
Explore effective printed magazine design materials located in the
Special Collections at Wallace Library. Magazines such as
Portfolio. Gebrauschsoraohik. and Vanity Fair, etc. could serve as
a fundamental basis for a hypermedia format.
Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to resolve a design
problem (aesthetic) within the interactive program by examining historic references
from the printed page.
Provide the designer with a compilation of reference materials in
order to assist the designer in the process of the hypermedia
design.
goals objectives processes and strategies
pplication To develop an informational poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will
serve as interpretational matrix for the program.
Given the informational poster, the designer should be able to interpret as well as
develop his own matrix for an interactive media format.
Compose a series of informational posters that would clearly explain
the steps taken in order to develop the hypermedia system.
Utilize committee member Roger Remington to serve as design
consultant for the informational poster.
Sharon Poggenpohl quotes:
Collaboration is positively valued both in the context of book and hypermedia conception
and production.
Power and control manifest themselves in different ways in the book and hypermedia.
Text and image relationships are different in the book and hypermedia.
The act of reading changes from the printed book to hypermedia.
Bob Cato Interview:
"The magazine will break down into specific categories."
"Magazines are being challenged by television."
"Magazines that are headed toward hypermedia include People, National Geographic, and
Vanity Fair."
"A magazine that will never become a hypermedia program is The New Republic"
"Type will become obsolete and emphasis will be placed on imagery The user will be able
to control the images."
"Printed magazines will still have their place for those who like to read."
"Prestigious publications such as House and Garden and Architectural Digest will remain in
their printed form and will continue to have a longer shelf life."
"Clothing catalogs may end up on a disc that you will receive in the mail."
"The magazine is a permanent record of information and will continue to have a
function."
"Anything in Portfolio can essentially be transformed into a hypermedia program.
"The concept behind Vis a Viswas to set up a pattern and give the audience something that
they had never seen before. ..beautiful photographs with very little text That's what's hap
pening now and that's what's going to happen in the
future.''
"It's important to understand the relationship between verbal language and design, .they
must go hand in hand."
"Good editing and good text is
critical."
Bibliography:
In Our Own Image. Fred Ritchen
Portfolio. Alexy Brodovitch
PostModern Culture.
Verbum.
MacWorld.
William Owen. Modern Magazine Design. New York: Rizzoli International Inc. ,1991
Glossary of Terms:
hypertext
hypermedia
department heads
index
table of contents
bleed photos
interactive media
visual codes
double-page spreads
editorial
archival history
advertising space
headline
masthead
conceptual
visible language
collaboration
text/image relation
Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
October 20, 1992
Draft 5
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
716.427.7425
Audience:
Graphic designers
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transcend onto the computer screen for ex
clusive information on world events, sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth.
Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new system.
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new tech
nologies in computer design. The new format would retain standard design principles of its
predecessor while demonstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Mission Statement:
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve
as a representational model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs
will continue to maintain high standards of legibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical
foundation based on the principles of effective printed magazine design.
Goals:
eory
:hnology
To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the format and
foundation for various types of information systems.
objective 1 : Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop
a format suitable for a given subject.
objective 2: Given the interactive magazine format, the user should be able to access
information that is adjacent to the subject. This means that this program
should also seek alternate information from other issues of the same
electronic magazine system.
objective 3: Given a standard interactive magazine format, the user should be able to
readily access information about a specific topic.
processes and strategy 1 : Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a
printed magazine and an interactive media system in order to
derive common components from each.
To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model format for designers. The de
signer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design standards during de
velopmental stages of subsequent hypermedia formats.
objective 1 : Given a standardized electronic magazine format, the designer can format his
own hypermedia program.
objective 2: The designer will utilize hypermedia programs such as Supercard and
HyperCards develop electronic magazine formats.
processes and strategy 1: Research existing interactive media models such as Verbum,
MacWord, Einstein and Dow Jones Report (retrievable through
Wallace Library system).
ntent To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as a primary historical reference in the de
velopment of the new magazine format.
objective 1 : Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify and
learn from an effective printed magazine page layout and bridge this
knowledge into a hypermedia system.
~bJ-vl
Goals:
2lU U jr&u)r^ a."s . o
Frieory
To achieve Prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the format and
foundation for various types of information systems.
objectTve-l : Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop
a format suitable for a given subject___-
objootiw2: Given the interactive magazine format, the user should be able to access
information that is adjacent to the subject. This means that this program
should also seek alternate information from other issues of the same
electronic magazine system^
objective 3: Given a standard interactive magazine format, the user should be able to
readily access information about a specific topic.
processes and strategy 1 : Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a
printed magazine and an interactive media system in order to
derive common components from each.
echnology To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model format for designers. The de
signer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design standards during de
velopmental stages of subsequent hypermedia formats.
objective 1 : Given a standardized electronic magazine format, the designer can format his
own hypermedia program.
objective 2: The designer will utilize hypermedia programs such as Supercard and
HyperCard to develop electronic magazine formats.
processes and strategy 1 : Research existing interactive media models such as Verbum,
MacWord, Einstein and Dow Jones Report (retrievable through
Wallace Library system).
oplication
To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as a primary historical reference in the de
velopment of the new magazine format.
objective 1 : Given the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify and
learn from an effective printed magazine page layout and bridge this
knowledge into a hypermedia system.
objective 2: The designer should be able to resolve a design problem (aesthetic) within the
interactive program by examining historic references from the printed page.
To develop an informational poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will serve as an
interpretational matrix for the program.
objective 1 : Given the informational poster, the designer should be able to interpret as well as de
velop his own matrix for an interactive media format
Bob Cato Interview:
"The magazine will break down into specific categories."
"Magazines are being challenged by television."
"Magazines that are headed toward hypermedia include People, National Geographic, and
Vanity
Fair."
"A magazine that will never become a hypermedia program is The New
Republic."
"Type will become obsolete and emphasis will be placed on imagery. The user will be able
to control the images."
"Printed magazines will still have their place for those who like to
read."
"Prestigious publications such as House and Garden and Architectural Digest will remain in
their printed form and will continue to have a longer shelf
life."
"Clothing catalogs may end up on a disc that you will receive in the
mail."
"The magazine is a permanent record of information and will continue to have a
function."
"Anything in Portfolio can essentially be transformed into a hypermedia program.
"The concept behind Vis a Viswas to set up a pattern and give the audience something that
they had never seen before...beautiful photographs with very little text. That's what's hap
pening now and that's what's going to happen in the future.
"
"It's important to understand the relationship between verbal language and design. ..they
must go hand in hand."
"Good editing and good text is
critical."
Bibliography:
In Our Own Image. Fred Ritchen
Portfolio. Alexy Brodovitch
PostModern Culture.
Verbum.
MacWorld.
Modern Magazine Design. William Owen
Glossary of Terms:
hypertext
hypermedia
department heads
index
table of contents
bleed photos
interactive media
visual codes
double-page spreads
editorial
archival history
advertising space
headline
masthead
conceptual
visible language
collaboration
text/image relation
ime/lmplementation Plan
RIT Schedule Thesis Project Thesis Committee
Meetings
Fall September 3: first class
November 1 1 : last class
November 13-17: finals
November 19-29: Fall break
Thesis proposal: departmental
approval
Proposal stage: outline of the
sis proposal with Roger
Design application adjacent to
thesis topic with Deborah
Weekly meetings with Roger
to develop Thesis proposal
ouline.
Weekly critique with Deborah
to develop design application
project.
Winter
November 30: first class
December 19-Jan. 3: X-mas
January 4: classes resume
February 22: last class
February 23-26: finals
February 28-March 7: break
Development of Thesis topic:
Thesis research, writing and
application implementation.
Development of Electronic
media system and
informational poster.
Evaluation
Committee member meetings
with Roger Remington,
Barbara Polowy and Mark
Collien to discuss progress of
thesis. Meeting schedule to
be announced.
Spring March 9: first class
May 17: last class
May 1 8-21 : final exams
May 22: Commencement
Thesis show: Second show,
April 5-21 (opening reception,
Friday, April 9, 1993).
Graduation: Saturday, May
22, 1993.
Committee member meetings
and Thesis book refinements.
Departmental approval
(signatures from committee
members).
Sharon Poggenpohl quotes:
Collaboration is positively valued both in the context of book and hypermedia conception
and production.
Power and control manifest themselves in different ways in the book and hypermedia.
Text and image relationships are different in the book and hypermedia.
The act of reading changes from the printed book to hypermedia.
Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
October 12, 1992
Draft 4
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
716.427.7425
Audience:
Graphic designers
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transcend onto the computer screen for ex
clusive information on world events, sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth.
Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new system.
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new tech
nologies in computer design. The new format would retain standard design principles of its
predecessor while demonstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Mission Statement:
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive communications program that will serve
as a representational model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs
will continue to maintain high standards of legibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical
foundation based on the principles of effective printed magazine design.
Glossary of Terms:
hypertext
hypermedia
department heads
index
table of contents
bleed photos
interactive media
visual codes
double-page spreads
editorial
archival history
advertising space
headline
masthead
conceptual
visible language
collaboration
text/image relation
Bob Cato Interview:
"Magazine will break down into specific categories."
"Magazines are being challenged by television."
"Magazines that are headed toward hypermedia include People, National Geographic, and
Vanity Fair."
"A magazine that will never become a hypermedia program is The New Republic"
"Type will become obsolete and emphasis will be placed on imagery. The user will be able
to control the images."
"Printed magazines will still have their place for those who like to read."
"Prestigious publications such as House and Garden and Architectural Digest will remain in
their printed form and will continue to have a longer shelf life."
"Clothing catalogs may end up on a disc that you will receive in the mail."
"The magazine is a permanent record of information and will continue to have a function."
"Anything in Portfolio can essentially be transformed into a hypermedia program.
"The concept behind Vis a Viswas to set up a pattern and give the audience something that
they had never seen before. ..beautiful photographs with very little text. That's what's hap
pening now and that's what's going to happen in the
future.'"
"It's important to understand the relationship between verbal language and design. ..they
must go hand in hand."
"Good editing and good text is
critical."
Bibliography:
In Our Own Image FrecTRiefcu >_ / ':< , -
Portfolio. Alexy Brodovitch
PostModern Culture.
Verbum.
MacWorld.
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Bob Cato Interview:
"The magazine will break down into specific categories."
"Magazines are being challenged by
television."
"Magazines that are headed toward hypermedia include People, National Geographic, and
Vanity
Fair."
"A magazine that will never become a hypermedia program is The New Republic."
"Type will become obsolete and emphasis will be placed on imagery. The user will be able
to control the
images.'
"Printed magazines will still have their place for those who like to read."
"Prestigious publications such as House and Garden and Architectural Digest will remain in
their printed form and will continue to have a longer shelf life."
"Clothing catalogs may end up on a disc that you will receive in the
mail."
"The magazine is a permanent record of information and will continue to have a
function."
"Anything in Portfolio can essentially be transformed into a hypermedia program.
"The concept behind Vis a Viswas to set up a pattern and give the audience something that
they had never seen before...beautiful photographs with very little text. That's what's hap
pening now and that's what's going to happen in the
future.''
"It's important to understand the relationship between verbal language and design. ..they
must go hand in hand."
"Good editing and good text is
critical."
J
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Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
Octobers, 1992
Draft 3
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
716.427.7425
Audience:
Graphic designers
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new tech
nologies in computer design. The new format would retain standard design principles of its
predecessor while demonstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transcend onto the computer screen for ex
clusive information on world events, sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth.
Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new system.
Mission Statement:
The Electronic Magazine System is an interactive lu^UipTogarrjufhat will serve as a repre
sentational model for designers in order that subsequent hypermedia programs will continue
to maintain high standards of legibility and aesthetics and a solid, historical foundation
based on the principles of effective printed magazine design.
Goals:
To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the for
mat and foundation for various types of information systems.
To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as primary historical reference in X)^
^
the development of the new magazine format.
To develop an information poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will
serve as an interpretational matrix for the program. rCPJli-
To develop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model format for designers. -v^
-/
The designer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design stan
dards during developmental stages of subsequent hypermedia formats.
_
7/4-L
Objectives:
Given a prototypical magazine spread, the designer should be able to develop a format suit
able for a given subject.
Given an interactive magazine format, the user should be able to readily access information
about specific topics (sports, travel, health and fitness).
iven the history of the magazine, the designer should be able to identify effective printed
magazine page layout and apply it to a hypermedia program.
Given an effective hypermedia format, the user should be able to create his own path
through the interactive program.
Given the informational poster, the designer should be able to interpret as well as develop
his own matrix for an interactive media format.
Process and Strategies:
Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed magazine and an inter
active media system in order to derive common and opposite components from each.
Utiliize thesis committee member, Mark Collien, to assist in the development of the inter
active program.
Utilize thesis committee member, Barbara Polowy, to assist in the organization of archival in
formation (related to magazines) pertinent to the development of the new electronic format.
Research existing interactive mediaT"pg*arn_such as Verbum and MacWord/ /JwJui&j o^jj
&?77J/o si /^(JSu-Z/a-LSL^C, 0<W%)
Time /Implementation Plan: /|\
i/
Glossary of Terms:
hypertext
hypermedia
department heads
index
table of contents
bleed photos
interactive media
visual codes
double-page spreads
editorial
archival history
advertising space
headline
masthead
Sharon Poggenpohl quotes:
Collaboration is positively valued both in the context of book and hypermedia conception
and production.
Power and control manifest themselves in different ways in the book and hypermedia.
Text and image relationships are different in the book and hypermedia.
The act of reading changes from the printed book to hypermedia.
Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
September 28, 1992
Draft 2
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
ni^r ^ilc
(?+*--
//&> ^^ j^, o
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623 / ) /
/ Project Statement: fj 'J
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page is being challenged by new tech-
nologiesdrcsomputer design. The new format would retain standard design principles of its
predecessor while demonstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
^=&ttcr3fibn Analysis: AT^o-
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transcend onto the computer screen for ex
clusive information on world events, sports, travel, fashion, weather and so forth.
Currently, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design. '"V
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new system.
Mission Statement
There exists now "on-line" computer
Magazine" that was developed by computer pro
grammers and engineers to serve as a tool for computer users to readily access information.
From a graphic design standpoint; however, the program is visually confusing. This is why it
is important for the designer to become involved in developing visually logical applications
that will uphold these conditions: legibility, aesthetics, accessibility, affordability, historical
reference to the printed magazine.
The project will allow the user to interact within the electronic magazine in order to access
information.
Goals:
To achieve prototypical interactive magazines spreads that will essentially become the for
mat and foundation for various types of informaliojLsystP"~ig
To research the evolution of the magazine which will serve as primary historical reference in
the development of the new magazine format
To develop an information poster that will coincide with the hypermedia program. It will
serve as an interpretational matrix for the prograra__
_Todevelop an electronic magazine format that will serve as a model format for designers.
The designer can utilize this format in order to maintain clarity, legibility, and design stan
dards during developmental stages of subsequent hypermedia formats.
Objectives: 1/ ^) J S> h
Given the history of the magazinerlhe designer should be able to identify effective printed
magazine page layout and apply it to a hypermedia program.
Given an interactive magazine format, the user should be able to readily access information
about specific topics (sports, travel, health and fitness).
Process and Strategies:
Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed magazine and an inter
active media system in order to derive common and opposite components from each.
Utiliize thesis committee member, Mark Collien, to assist in the development of the inter
active program.
Utilize thesis committee member, Barbara Polowy, to assist in the organization of archival in
formation (related to magazines) pertinent to the development of the new electronic format.
Research existing interactive media programs such as Verbum and MacWord.
Time /Implementation Plan:
s
..
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Thesis Project Proposal
Connie Winfield Harvey
September 21, 1992
Draft 1
Project Title:
The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media Center
Client and Address:
Undetermined
Designer's Address:
Connie Winfield Harvey
145 Colony Manor Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
Project Statement:
To research and conceptually develop an electronic magazine format, utilizing the history of
the magazine as a main resource. The printed page will eventually become obselete in the
near future, hence the need for an interactive media program for the personal computer.
The new format would retain standard design principles of its predecessor while dem
onstrating a unique design system especially suited for the computer.
Situation Analysis:
Many magazine companies have now switched to desktop publishing in order to construct
page grids, pour in type and file photos, and build mock-ups of layouts. However, soon the
time will come that the the printed page will transcend onto the computer screen for ex
clusive information on World events, Sports, Travel, Fashion,Weather and so forth. Current
ly, there exists an on-line computer system that has been developed by a group of
engineers and computer programmers with little to no knowledge about computer
graphics design.
This new format for the electronic magazine format will be especially important to the
graphic designer for it is up to us to maintain the highest standard of legibility and superior
conceptual design for the new system.
Mission Statement
To address and educate individual (specifically graphic designers) of the need of an inter
active magzine since the printed page will naturally disappear in the near future.
Goals:
Throughout this project, I hope to achieve prototypical, interactive magazine spreads that
will essentially become the format and foundation for various types of information systems.
For example, the user could access information about sports, travel, politics, fashion, or
health and fitness interactively through the use of the computer. This new electronic mag
azine could serve as the prototype for more complex interactive systems in the future. Other
considerations in developing this system include functionality and purpose of advertising
within this new system.
In order to effectively develop this electronic information system, research on the history of
the magazine is necessary. Based on proven design methodology of magazine formats of
the past, the electronic magazine should evolve into a visually stimulating yet aesthetic me
dium.
The finished projectwill include prototypical magazine spreads designed for an interactive
-media presentatiorTarW^n informational poster that will interpret the new system.
"Process are
Develop a comparative study list of elements from both a printed magazine and an inter
active media system in order to derive common and opposite components from each.
Utiliize thesis committee member, Mark Collien, to assist in the development of the inter
active program.
Utilize thesis committee member, Barbara Polowy, to assist in the organization of archival in
formation (related to magazines) pertinent to the development of the new electronic format.
Time /Implementation Plan
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Thesis proposal for the Master of Fine Arts Degree
College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
Rochester Institute of Technology
Title: The Future of the Magazine as an Informational Interactive Media System
'Submitted by: Connie Winfield Harvey Jr.
Thesis Committee:
Chief Advisor: R. Roger Remington
Associate Advisors: 1 . Barbara Polowy
2. Gordon Goodman
Departmental Approval:
date:
Approval, Special Assistant
to the Dean for Graduate Affairs
date: h
Computer needs other than word processing:
Yes, HP scanner Sox image scanning, interactive media program(s) such as Supercard and
HyperCard. ,, ,
Committee Approval
Connie Winfield Harvey
Thesis Proposal
Fall 1992
The purpose of my thesis is to research and conceptually develop an electronic
magazine format, utilizing the history of the magazine and formulating an interactive
media program accessible to the public. Much of the historic research for this project
will be based on the archivals materials (magazines, publications, photo-
documentation and business papers) located in the Special Collections at Wallace
Library, at RIT. The final process will include prototypical magazine spreads designed
for an interactive media presentation and an informational poster that would interpret
the new system.
Time/Implementation Plan
Fall
Winter
RIT Schedule
September 3: first class
November 1 1 : last class
November 13-17: finals
November 19-29: Fall break
November 30: first class
December 19-Jan. 3: X-mas
January 4: classes resume
February 22: last class
February 23-26: finals
February 28-March 7: break
Spring March 9: first class
May 17: last class
May 1 8-21 : final exams
May 22: Commencement
Thesis Project
Thesis proposal: departmental
approval
Proposal stage: outline of the
sis proposal with Roger
Design application adjacent to
thesis topic with Deborah
Development of Thesis topic:
Thesis research, writing and
application implementation.
Development of Electronic
media system and
informational poster.
Evaluation
Thesis show: Second show,
April 5-21 (opening reception,
Friday, April 9, 1993).
Graduation: Saturday, May
22, 1993.
Thesis Committee
Meetings
Weekly meetings with Roger
to develop Thesis proposal
ouline.
Weekly critique with Deborah
to develop design application
project.
Committee member meetings
with Roger Remington,
Barbara Polowy and Mark
Collien to discuss progress of
thesis. Meeting schedule to
be announced.
Committee member meetings
and Thesis book refinements.
Departmental approval
(signatures from committee
members).
APf*"** Agendas
Interactive media model: 12.08.92
Dow Jones News Retrieval System
Availability:
This interactive system is accessible through the Wallace Library information system. User must have
a vax account.
Category breakdown:
-access code//guide 1. Business and World News
2. Dow Jones Text Library
3. Company/Industry information
4. Quotes, Statistics and Commentary
5. Customized Information
6. General Services
7. Online Help
8. Code Directory
9. Subject Guide
10. Pricing Information
1 1 . Customer Service Information: Update schedule
12. Dow Jones software
13. Legal Notices, User Agreement
Subcategory breakdown:
press 1 . //Business- Business and Finance Report
//KYODO- Japan Economic Daily
//News- World Report
//Wires- Dow Jones Business Newswires
//DJNews- Dow Jones News
//Business Front Page stories, Dow Jones News retrieval world
report . API report press for:
1 . Somali Warlord Orders Clansmen to steer clear of
U.S. Troops
2. Yeltsin Offers Hardliners Power in Deal to Nom
inate Gaider.
3. Noriega can go to Civilian Prison
4. India arrests 3 Key Hindu leaders
Press N for Additional National News
Press F for Additional Foreign News
/<2. /J~. <72^
Qualities that make a magazw*4jnique:
frequency- a magazine is published weekly, bi-weekly, bi-monthly or annually, unlike
newspapers which are published daily.
quality of reproduction- the texture of magazine pages are usually of a higher quality
(coated finishes). Emphasis on sharpness of color photographs and half tones, and typography
are critical characteristics of magazines.
fongewfy-magazine publications are intended to be kept for a period of time for future reference and
viewing.
format- elements such as typography, text, photography and illustration are carefully arranged and
refined within the spread by the designer. Magazines can be quite appealing visually.
specialization of subject matter- the content of a magazine can range from general to specific subject
matter. Specialization of hobbies, professions and "how-to" subjects are examples of the target audi
ences that magazine publications attempt to capture.
degree of finish- due to the longer production time, magazine producers have more flexibility with ed
itorial and imagery changes. Again, quality of reproduction is a critical concern because of the audi
ence that the magazine has to retain each issue.
tangibility- a magazine tantalizes your sense of touch, sight and even smell unlike a television show
which can only be visually stimulating at best.
accessibility- although more people own VCRs now than ten years ago, magazines are still more
accessible and affordable than television and its components.
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Interactive Media System-Verbum 12 15 92
Program:
Macromind on CD-ROM
Description/characteristics of program:
Verbum features a compilation of text, animation,music, Quicklime blips, and sticky words. The introduction of the program was visually captivating because it gave its user a glimpse of what to ex
pect within the program. Once the powerful introduction was over, the user is left to navigate his or
her own path. The user is free to choose paths such as what's hot with new computer software
(basically advertising for these computer software companies). Elements for viewing included
computer animation samples created by students at Art Center at Pasadena, which showed off
some of the latest computer animation technologies. The other parts required a lot of reading, ex
cluding a number of the initial visual effects. The quality (resolution) of the visual effects were
sharp.
Troubleshooting/shortcomings:
Navigation through this program was somewhat confusing. Consistency of audio and visual ef
fects within the program was also an area of concern. At times, the musical interludes from one
section to another were often long and overdone. The initial interest is soon lost after having ex
perienced the musical effects a few times. The text within this program became problematic due to
legibility and the amount of text for the viewer to read.
Interactive Media System-Macworld Expo Boston 1992
Program:
HyperCard on CD-ROM
Description/ characteristics of the program:
This program featured several Quicklime blips of interviews of people who participated in the Expo.
The main topic of the Expo concerned the future of the computer as an interactive media system.
Like the Verbum disc , the introduction to this program was visually captivating and exciting. Any
viewer who is even remotely interested in computer animation technology would be inspired to ex
plore its possibilities after viewing this program. Representatives from the major computer soft
ware companies were interviewed in this program and some critical issues were discussed. These
discussions .viewed interactively through the use of Qucktime reels, highlighted what each com
pany plans to accomplish (goals) through the development of new software.
Troubleshooting/shortcomings:
Some of the visual effects were overdone and overplayed. Navigation through the program was
not as confusing as the Verbum program: however, there was some difficulty in determining which
direction to choose.
Topics for interactive media format 12.15.92
Travel publication:
The user is able to choose a destination of travel and the interactive system would allow the user to
learn about the geography, cultural events and areas of interests of a particular region within the
United States. This program could be updated as often as necessary and different discs could be
utilized according to need.
Graphic design archive magazine:
This publication would essentially be a magazine which would highlight the works of past and cur
rent significant designers. The intent of the program is to combine information based on the archi
val history of the profession of graphic design as well as its designers while also focusing on critical,
up-to-date information about the field and its new pioneers.
Electronic Newsletter:
This newsletter would be an informational, interactive and high-end newletter which would provide
its user with information based on specialized subjects _ /I C />f /-*-
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Topics for interactive media format 1 2.15.92
Travel publication:
The user is able to choose a destination of travel and the interactive system would allow the user to
learn about the geography, cultural events and areas of interests of a particular region within the
United States. This program could be updated as often as necessary and different discs could be
utilized according to need.
Graphic design archive magazine:
This publication would essentially be a magazine which would highlight the works of past and cur
rent significant designers. The intent of the program is to combine information based on the archi
val history of the profession of graphic design as well as its designers while also focusing on critical,
up-to-date information about the field and its new pioneers.
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Agenda for next week: 12/14-12/18
Monday, December 14, 1992:
Examine interactive media systems Verbum and Macworld (on CD-Rom) with
thesis committee member Mark Collien.
Develop a list of parts/characteristics of each interactive system in order to derive
similarities/differences of each.
Order current magazine electronic prototypes through Multimedia Corporation:
The Economist and Conde Nast Traveler.
Explore effective printed magazine design materials located in the Special Collec
tions at Wallace Library such as Portfolio, Gebrauchsgraphik, and Twen in order to
draw some conclusion about which elements/parts within each magazine would be
suitable for interactive media.
Wednesday, December 16, 1992:
Thesis committee meeting including Mark Collien, Barbara Polowy and Roger
Remington at Noon.
Discussion will include progress to date including:
Interactive media systems examined with Mark.
Review of findings from printed magazine materials found in Special Collections
with Barbara.
Development of a focus for prototypical magazine spreads for
interactive media system.
* refreshments will be served
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Interactive Media System-Verbum 1 2 1 5 92
Program:
Macromind on CD-ROM
Description/characteristics of program:
Verbum features a compilation of text, animation,music, Quicktime blips, and sticky words The introduction of the program was visually captivating because it gave its user a glimpse of what to ex
pect within the program. Once the powerful introduction was over, the user is left to navigate his or
her own path. The user is free to choose paths such as what's hot with new computer software
(basically advertising for these computer software companies). Elements for viewing included
computer animation samples created by students at Art Center at Pasadena, which showed off
some of the latest computer animation technologies. The other parts required a lot of reading, ex
cluding a number of the initial visual effects. The quality (resolution) of the visual effects were
sharp.
Troubleshooting/shortcomings:
Navigation through this program was somewhat confusing. Consistency of audio and visual ef
fects within the program was also an area of concern. At times, the musical interludes from one
section to another were often long and overdone. The initial interest is soon lost after having ex
perienced the musical effects a few times. The text within this program became problematic due to
legibility and the amount of text for the viewer to read.
Interactive Media System-Macworld Expo Boston 1992
Program:
HyperCard on CD-ROM
Description/ characteristics of the program:
This program featured several Quicktime blips of interviews of people who participated in the Expo.
The main topic of the Expo concerned the future of the computer as an interactive media system.
Like the Verbum disc , the introduction to this program was visually captivating and exciting. Any
viewer who is even remotely interested in computer animation technology would be inspired to ex
plore its possibilities after viewing this program. Representatives from the major computer soft
ware companies were interviewed in this program and some critical issues were discussed. These
discussions .viewed interactively through the use of Qucktime reels, highlighted what each com
pany plans to accomplish (goals) through the development of new software.
Troubleshooting/shortcomings:
Some of the visual effects are overdone and overplayed. Navigation through the program was not
as confusing as the Verbum program; however, there was some difficulty in determining which di
rection to choose.
Thesis Agenda for 1 .05.93
Examine topics for interactive media format:
NGDEA newsletter
affordability
Have all issues available in a cumulative database
Focus on design of newsletter, highlighting elements
of good publication design
Each issue could have a central topic of interest featuring archival technology,
newly acquired work of designers, current trends within the field of graphic design, etc.
accessibility
All pertinent information (back issues of NGDEA) is readily available at RIT
Electronic journal of modern architecture
affordability
A number of publications such as Domus, Abitare, and Metropolis as well as books on
modern architecture are available in Wallace Library
The field of architecture has some direct and indirect ties to the field of graphic design,
thus providing the opportunity to linklhe two disciplines together through electronic media
Highlighting architecture could be visually stimulating, implementing the use of color,
quicktime reels, and audio presentations.
accessibility
All pertinent information is readily accessible at RIT; however, in-depth research on the topic
would be required
Thesis Agenda for 1 .05.93
Examine topic(s) for interactive media format:
NGDEA newsletter
affordability
Have all issues available in a cumulative database
Focus on design of newsletter, highlighting elements
of good publication design
Each issue could have a central topic of interest featuring archival technology,
newly acquired work of designers, current trends within the field of graphic design, etc.
accessibility , , z . ... , nc_b .1 *-'
All pertinent information (back issues of NGDEA) is readily available at RIT
Electronic journal of modern architecture
affordability
A number of publications such as Domus, Abitare, and Metropolis as well as books on
modern architecture are available in Wallace Library
The field of architecture has some direct and indirect ties to the field of graphic design,
thus providing the opportunity to link the two disciplines together through electronic media
Highlighting architecture could be visually stimulating, implementing the use of color,
quicktime reels, and audio presentations.
accessibility
All pertinent information is readily accessible at RIT; however, in-depth research on the topic
would be required
Thesis agenda for 1.12.93
Thesis application will be an electronic journal of Architecture:
Publications such as Abitare, Metropolis and Blueprint could serve as
informational guideline when transcending from printed text to electronic media
Possible topics for the sample application might include:
Headline story
Historic information (such as Greek revivalism, Victorian era architecture, and modernism)
Feature architects on the cutting edge of modern architecture (such as Robert Venturi)
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Thesis agenda for 1 .26.93
ProfessorWetherald interview/profile :
CH: Where do you receive your information about cutting edge architecture?
Wetherald: " I read publications like Architectural Digest and Progressive Architecture
(both British publications) to keep me abreast of the latest topics...these publications
are loaded with issues on structural detailing, malpractice issues, analysis of
materials, historical and critical perspectives on post-post modernist architecture.
CH: Are these publications more or less academic or are they tarqeted toward the
practicing architect?
Wetherald: "These magazines are geared toward the practicing architect.. .there are
several books available for the architectural historian that are extremely academic.
That's why you need to determine where to draw the line with this thing. ..do you want
the coffee table format or the scholarly format.
coffee table format (simple) scholarly format (complex)
CH: Which professionals (architects) in Rochester would you recommend I contact to
ask questions about this interactive media format. . A
Gn<vnhcutC UjrfiiAA
Wetherald: "I would recommend Bob Macon and Annie 3liaiilibrtr, Jim Durfee of (J '
Durfee and Bridges, Scott Lawson, and Chuck Lewis... I think the most creative firm
in town is Durfee and Bridges. Another good person to talk to would be John Bero.
He's involved with restoration architecture.
Wetherald: " I have a question for you. ..suppose I wanted to know more about a spe
cific topic like reflective glass or morphosis, could I look these topics up in your
interactive format?
CH: Good question! I hope that in the future, this interactive media application will be
able to provide some sort of index of other reference materials that might contain an
swers to specific areas of interest. I don't anticipate that my program will be able to do
this because it's only a sample format rather than a full-blown, active, interactive
media journal. I think despite some of the shortcomings of this sample format, there
will be some advantages to this that a magazine cannot offer such as Quicktime reels
that will allow the user to view a short movie clip of a building and all of its angles.
Progress/shortcomings:
Subscription to Architronic, an ejournal of architecture (via email through rit.vax)
Set up interview with Durfee and Bridges. Develop a list of questions for user profile.
Continue learning scripting and other functions for hypercard that are pertinent for the
interactive media application.
Research publications recommended by Wetherald.
View Frank Lloyd Wright interactive media program by Ed Walker.
Thesis agenda for 2.03.93
Objectives:
What will be the content of the magazine? Ay^^fZ6'^ -p^^^^
content for the interactive media system could include:
introduction
feature stories
product advertisement (for circle members)
news reports
editorial
What will be the visual look of the magazine}
prepare some sketches for the stack
develop a time line
Interview with Jim Durfee, Bob Macon and Annie Chantreuil
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Thesis agenda for 02.16.93
Discuss design of interface:
The visual look of each card
Introduction screen or teaser screen
References to other hypermedia text stacks to determine design standards:
Hybrid Imagery; the fuumitri'of technology and graphic design, April Greiman
MacWorld
Demonstration of Hypermedia book, The Pyramid, Colette Gaiter
Feedback from Jim Durfee and Craig Jensen
Answer questionnaire
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Thesis Agenda for 3.23.93
Committee meeting II
Committee members:
Roger Remington
Barbara Polowy
Mark Collien
Review of IISMA prototype with explanation of supplemental posters.
Ideas for gallery presentation of IISMA.
Evaluation procedure for prototype.
Troubleshooting:
Development of imagery and other necessary effects for IISMA
such as introductory or teaser screen.
Ideas for a format the product/materials advertisement section.
Cross-referencing. How the user will reference information from
previous issues? How will the screen present this?
Text versus imagery.. .creating a balance.
Thesis Agenda
Connie Harvey
03.29.93
Revisions for IISMA stack:
"Teaser screen" introduction should incorporate elements from the stack The effect of the
introduction should visually
"roll" (like the cards roll from the top when moving from card to card).
Demonstrate cross-referencing by creating no less than two back issues of IISMA. The term
"threading,"
which means linking one subject, word or term to another part of the stack, is an
example of interactive cross-referencing. Also, develop a coding system when cross-referencing.
Create pull-down menus in areas such as the glossary and within the
"find"
menu
Create a registration card under
"competitions."
Scan in color imagery.
Develop supplemental posters that represent the process of how IISMA was created? The
information on these posters should also represent what makes this interactive system unique.
Videotape a demonstration of IISMA (to be shown in the Gallery)
~~m
Appendix III Navigational charts
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introduction calendar features eitrtonaJ promotional reference
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*>*-* aa-t**Ma
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11 1| Map Summer 19931 H
inlroilucliun c Ucnilar features editorial promotional reference
U.iUSUA lata!
iklkli
CoMar
wmmmtom n4Wtralr Tw
National
axaaMa
rQtWt BWponMataf
f*mc*am"**
CUsstfUtU BtUi*traby
CraaWa MA
MaaaJaga
3 t-Jiw*j tM RtMdW
tenrica card
Cawpatitlana Pro*Urn t ot
Wmmim-t firm*
introduction calendar features editorial promotional reference
Uitnf NSMA Lacal
xMktti
AAktoflam C/aJoaaaoaW
Prwss
New pradvctl
Ten**
avaJlaMa
Natl anal
xkJMa arCmakoot
CUastflttfa UMUfrmMV
CreaWl AIA
ataaaags
Header
wnric* card
CompeWions Pro&eaaf
WMMtaoftrm*
LocalExhibits/New York Winter 1993
PSBggaSgara
nmaaamaaaaal Ste-apeciTc
kaaWirtJraujkMionttjamea u
RerwUJr.t 1 899 Smatox
Hosrtai by the ami, ferahoa
the nan Hand* M rrastapnor
tor the erav and b*.
IrrJurmalkjrt 824.2104. Through
November 3.
Hajjagajrn jsavet*MMaajaj produced
betaken 1 879 and 1 983 la on
cfacaty AJA NewYork. CaJ
21 Z494. 1243 for more
'
iIiiimiMi I
backward forward man
NationalExhibits Winter 1993
The Xerox eorpormliori It
ccht)*inq computer prtfotyp
apeafcaK programmed for
ht&AertiStl arid rrt_r*j-aJ
design. Show opera in
M.T-ytiato& 414 223.3200.
Through November 8.
Silu K*pt Lecture try the
(untiie mater, put ot the
P *.t-rtc 4nd Ph*> Frost drift
Lecture Sette*. 3 pm. Free
Rem** Gafery, rSatJoraJ
Museum afAmericanArt,
lliitWaWartrw QC nm aUBLflaM
r3
backward lon'/aril nia|i
::i::j::;::::-:::S;;H::S::::: AIA Meetings
^^^^l
Winter 1993
A rrted JerryW* has never been one to [H
f<^aryajbc trends. &+w hejatdovn to
tlIW*etenM0lw-*endu>eW
rwisnnojon. DC dent, ho thougtts ran
more along trie MJ ol typrcal
summeramo
pnrrattrt tc*be, t ood *we. n3
*J9a
screened porch.
rtscserthad other rJeas. She loved 0-e
Man nd akang tl the aroods tiara
the
rtnaaalaat Hatjaata Pant and often
brought heryoung son along to
escape me
row a the cay Buteigntyearsarentng
irtncated aorn artn oadoor
P*>
lor\</ard mail
ElielSaarinen at Cranbrook Winter 1993
Time out d Hand, men andwomen at
apodwfl have debated the question ot
whether the art* are c*p*c*e of being term*/*
t riugrt, and f to, bywhet mean*. In olden
days, lonoa ana queen*would summon artists
to ther courtt, not oniy r order to cauww
*-mces ot tner ftanrtrork and to gam the
prestige of aasocsitingwth therm, but In the
Ixwtr^tihearustswouidWfci^tDtTOrafT*
thect.iiert to pc**rtaJ artist jot *xc*xxarq
generellon*. InAmericawe have chosen to
do w*hout royaj patronage, but on at least
one otx***on t rtch man, dbsattsfledwth our
attempts to teach the arts In schools, tried an
e*tperiment stmiarto those camed out r> 2
backward forward map
Feature Story III
Suburban Subversion winter 1993
I rcongruos r> Is rnade-On. suburban
setting ot 3L Ooud, theVila OarAva by Rem
Kootiaas marks thewelcome return of an
an^aiectural approach to ssigte-t mv
dwetangs that has been vitualy absent from
France tor the last 30 years.
Intoasrabie to Is rwghbors, irtacceptabte to
French ptanrang auttartm -even LeCorbusier
probably could not obtan butting permts tor
hts Modem houses now- the house is set on s
narrow lot of some 7000 ssquare teel sioprij
down to the east, where a strict Interpretabon
of zoning lawswould have made tl dtfcut. to
bUM arty corwenbonai structure The a
hackwarit lorv/art. niaji
AAdres Daan* and BSESai
Plaaw-Ztjbertr, An-hiatcts *3
Taw*Piin. Mumi Founded
1 980(members of Anj-a^ctone*
1976-1900); 1 3 professcnat), 4
registered; other offce n
G afcrtersburg, MD
Andres Ouany, AIA, BA
(AixritecturB and Urban Ptannng)
PrsTceton 1971; MArch, Yale. 1974
AcfiUncJ Professor ot A/chttecture,
U. Mtarn
Barritto* Lrwiftbarg
Graaabarg. Toronto, ON, Canada.
Founded, 1361 (prrvrxo^ Bemoqe
ra
0
A Future forPreservation? Winter 1993
Growing up in QevSSntt wth an
interest In arthtecture, I was drawn
to the ornate, 1 stftCerturyArcade
at the far end of EuctdAvenue, the
cty*s major commercial street I
remember taking the bus clown
E ucad. wth is busy rtersectjora
and miesof htc#>ouaiy old
Lxaattngs, to arrve at theArcade's
large dusty canyon of apace, where
I spend hours browsrig among the
used books in the cjouncMtoor
shop, garrn at the rederrtgs and
rnodets cispiayed n the
architects'
offices that ringed the lapper
b&tories. and eaveactroootTQ on s
eator
Serena Bafour
hackv/ard forward ma|>
cfck onbotd tMe
to go to reader
service card
TaU.le.apa
Mlanese archted Matteo Thun has
added table lamps andwa*mounted
version* to his 'Art Coaecoon* Ightrxg
ft-durea. Black marble or bras*
nka-sfolated base and head are
connected by a sttness steet stem
Woka LampsVienna.
The VectorCurtain Was System" a a
new T^gTrperiormance, versatJe stxk
curtalnwal" Thermal efficiency,
tul-oepth gutters at wrtdow heads lor
backward forward map
Classifieds
Situation Open Winter 1993
C****fraceM Pregrw, VfcQHl
PcVechric Insttute and Slate
Urwersfty
Carkdrlates should hotd a B.8.
andM.S. asa mnmumwth
PhD. preferable m construction
aji^ecture, and architectural
engineering, out engrteemg
mechanical engneenrtg or
engineering technology, tnd
appnpatte rjoristrucbon tictustiy
experience preferred (Including
field and project management
and administration experience)
I
backward torwartl map
Winter 1993
Pk&x typ in the foJbuanp rfotmaiion to *** tree
product anrf ttenkg* rlotmaOon One* frwshrt cfc*
on the phono con t**fow to oxterproduct
Name.
FVnt
Tile
Street
CtyState/ap:
Teiephone:
YcwrOrgancatJon<cfc*onkU
A AichftecturalorArT
A Contractor or bufciw
A r>m-r,Firm
liackv/ard torv/ard ma|i newproducts Q IISMA
Cohen. JeaM-Outa. -Suburban Subversion rooffissij.
ArcWrjcture. Apr! 1892. 115-117
Gat. Brendan tie] Seamen at
Cranbrook' ArcMectural
&gt&. Apri 1993. 28-33.
Mays.
tot*edum.April892, 100-104.
hackward forward map
Welcome toMStM, theworts or*, rteracttveK
meol* system targeted spectKafy toward
pracfacsng archtect* The foaowtng
paragraph* wi provide youwth rtcrmabon
about how to ntvicjaie through the program:
^o *7*vei trrrxjcTi the system, u r.a.Tgai)onaj
command* are located at the bottom of each |
screen. These commanos rdude "forward,"
T>ackwaf tnd " map."
The forward" command alow* you to browse
forward through and issue
The T>*clt**vd"eomrnajTd*Jbw*youto
review screens thatwere previously seen.
LocalExhibits/Nevj York Spring 1993
Wa.ro.ei Tc your
Horn*. EAflta Social Ctub* tn
Nmm tor* ExhtUton a^ptortng
rh* rise, tat. and renewal ot r*
ethrtc aooa. dube from tva
1840* *> r* prater*, refkseeng
tw twa* gran wave* of
.mrnigraion Inas Nm York City
Museum or ne Or- or New York.
Fifth Avemj* m 103rd 8nA
534 1672 Through P*b. 2
Daatgntng New York.
Waterfront park and subway
UUlU^ki>ljl>taMLlkUaM^
iil!|!l!lli!liiii
i H1ri'fh*-ri|v"wliHtfd
KWr
Calendar ol Events
National Exhibits Spring 1993
Czech Cubism: Architecture
and Oaetgn: t/ht-ttor of work*
by Czech architects and
detignort between 1910 and
1925. Inducing furniture.
corarrwc pacaa, choiograph*,
drmnnga ot reafczed erchitecue
protects, and renderings of
vtuorury porrects. The
University ol the Am,
RoaenwaM-Woll Garter*. 333 S
Broad Street, Philadelphia. Call
215.175. 11 16. Through
September 7.
AIA Meetings
Winter 1993
3
'lilllBHlli'PWIIW^
iiiiiiii; .:
' ' -""i'- ';:':
Competitions
Spring 1993
A AIA New York. Is tporwonng
a companion for saxlent
A/chrtecB to design an arJdion
to the Nasaau oounry Public
Sbrary.
WfiK^^^-.^'''-'-'-'--'---'.-1-1^-^ ' -
->--
"
Landmarks: fVJA Terminal Spring 1993
When New York's ttewakJ Atpon ( now &
Kennedy Airport) was oompleasd In r* aarty
IMfla, ftwas unt*a any or* nxraic* nm
onlywh 11 on* ot ft* largest arocxa n sue
wortd, but It ax* the urvecedensad approach :::
of having i sparas* tarrntnats owned and ::
oparaskd by vsnout afrtnes. The** pnvatary
operaaad tarmriaat ware, m un, eornecaed by :::
an urtuauat arftount ot pubec spao*: -.-:-
Oanaroua parking tots, broad pedatfrtan :::
plazas, |*ua tountaan*. pools, and ohapats. .-.-.
kSewtd reaectsd the public conAdenc* and
oorporan arnbtmons of that era "
:
By oompenaon, JFK, r its currant staas. o
backward forward map
miiiiiiiiriiwmiiiMmriiiiii.r
j|j|j Feature Story II
Aerodynamic Schools Spring 1993
Maroaau. a FrenchXartadlan arohtata ol
tearing dynarnlsrn and entnauaam. She
leave* many tugnAcant decision* to fue
bands, but they know the at Liimatety
responsible tor the tpendtng ot *he federal
money, and ah* gud*t them wr#t a trm hand
A(crutct telecaon rt don* trough request*
lor proposals, and the choices are made by
the banda on the basis ol her analysis ol the
respondents.
When the propotaJt br tat tchooi came in.
the chief of the band looked at hem and tad
to Maroaau 1 dont know whaCa m those
fringa; you make the choice." She replied
k_ ^_ - - - -k - ._- ~ _
:Nmi;i!I!|!iHi;i:imiiii.iiii;iiiiii<
backward forward map
Feature Story III
Pacific Northwestmeets Manhattan Spring 1993
overwhelmed by objects, tnio a Ight-hled toil
apace deigned to display the coupe's
as tonan rug colecaon ol Nortiwetl Coast
Indian totems, tpani matkt, oaremonal ratitos
and (watt laowkt
The etory began wenry-llve years ago when
the acquatiBve collector started buyng
inexpensive Pueblo Indian pottery on a no to
Arizona and lei in love with naive American
arL When her user her a Northwest Coast
Indian mask trom a gallery in Portland.
Oregon, the got hooked on the dark. oeme
forms made by the teben rbes ot Indians
who Uve and Ith on the spectacular rugged
coast oiBrfflah CommUa and Alaska. Her
19
Haaaaaaaaaaai
backward forward map
Profiles of Winning Firms
Spring 1993
Andre* Duasiyand BUafasth
PUaw^yberk, A/chllect* and
Town Pfannar*, Miami. Founded
1980 (members ot ArcMtectontca
1976-1980); 13 professionals. 4
registered, ofner office in
Gsnartburg, MO.
Andrea Ouany, AIA BA
(Architecture and Urban Planning).
Princeton 1971. MArch, Yale. 1974.
Adjunct Protestor ot Arcrsticture,
U. Miami
6>
BarrkJge Lswirubwrg
Grawnbarg, Toronto. ON, Canada-
Founded. 1981 (previously Berridtje o
yniMiiaaiw iaaii;miii!iibi a,cM:;,b.Mu.^M^MMMaj
backward forward map
Critiquing the Press Spring 1993
Crssosake to cajesabn evervtang A
but new own **aump*ona and
mswtodt. That parry obssrvaMn by '
in* French pNlc^opnar. Jacques
Darrlda, it carastnry rue of fh* US :<
wo^ascajrw m3zn*t We
orhtetze buecang datigne and
tcruaraz* tie Ideas behind fhem.
butwe haw* a hard ame exaniinJng Sarana Barbi*
our own preconceptions and
trad-ton*
For proof, compare r* uprtaaval* |that have occurred ri tt* aafrJ of
vorttaesure wvar tt* lea i tour o
cat* on botd tjbe
to go to reader
scard
CSESS3 Olase ESn
Two layers of glass are lamneted to
produce tt* siuamrretlitant
"Vrtraform*
sink. tart to be mora
durable ttan tiandard porcelain, a
'.Viugrmad tor both oommarctal and
rettdental apptealont Standard
colors krtdude dear, Starhre. bronze.
gray, black, peach, end blue, with e
dear or torsad brash. Cherry Creek
aaa* too on poow ttwo cmra
Near Cumin Wall System
The "Vector Curtan Waf System* It a
new lwgh-p*r1omianea. versaaie sock
curttan wal ' Thwmal Hwan.
backward forward
Ei
Situation Open
Aaeocaskt Profwa.or . Autldlng
Conetructlon Program, Virginia
PoryMchntc Insnute and State
University
QuaMficatom:
CandUatet should hold a 6 S
and M.S. as a minimum with
Ph.D. preferable In constnjcobn.
arohivcture, and archmca-rat
cnganeenng, avil engineenng.
mechanical engineenng or
engineenng technology, and
appreciate constructor) nduary
experience preferred (Including
field and protect management
and administration erpenenoe)
Spring 1993
backward forward map
j Reader Service Card
Spring 1993
Pleaso rype fl the following hhrmavon E raEtsYw tee
product and irtoraajro tntormoon. Once tnbthad dt<*
on the phono tcon beVow to ordor product
Name
Rmv
Tide:
Street
Ory/Sure/Zio
Telephone:
Your Orgaruianon (dick on a)
A Ajchnecural or A/E
A Contractor or Du*der
A n*inn Firm
backward forward map new products
Spring 1993
Canty. Donald. *AerodynarnK Schools,' Proctestiva
flldaMMB "*y inz- ii-u
Cohan, jean-Lou* "Subktrban Subversion.* Prtsarestiva
Aprf IW2, 117-121.
Leubkarnan, Chhtttkphar "Landmarki TWA Terminal."
Pretsetsn-a Architecsure May 1992. M-103
"
. .'
' '
backward forward map
Welcome to H8UA. The world1! only intsraceva
meda aytesm targeted spedleafy toward
pracSctng wehmcta The toHow-ng
paragraph! wUI provide you with inlorrnaaon
about how to navgara through tue program
To ravel through tue system. m> navgesonal
command! are locstBd at the bottom ot each
screen These comm.roi include 'lorward."
*baokward"
and
' mao.*
The "forwanr command allows you to browse
forwerd throurjn and Hsu*.
The "backward* command Wiowt you to
review screens that were previously seen
F-i-J'IIIWWIIiIIPB Jtiiiir^r.'rWHii^i,..., ,'.' rrrm i ' -ri
backward forward map
Connie W Karvey, Ji
Thawia AoVktore:
Roger RerrungtDn
Barbara Polowy
Mark Gotten
Scripdrug Aaalatana
Phi Oortey
!,.!B.|.?B..an.,. ..,,.....i.i;.^!|!|;|.|.1.h. m iiimmi.-IP,...). """"j
backward forward map
Calendar ol Events
Local Exhibits/New York Summer 1993
TheEE5ES3 fttyksT
In ease you maued It the teat
dm*. The Inftmaeonal Style:
Exhltation is and the Uuteum
ot Modern An* la a aoth
anrtkrettary
*raprls** of tve 1 932
show co-ouratBd by Pnttp
Johnson and H*rvy-Rus**l
rvstflMdt, Jr. Archr-eJ
photogratgh* and raecratrucaed
models are patented. The
show wit revel. Arthur Aota
Arehitacsure Gallery. Buel Hat,
Columbia University. Through
August 13. For mora
1-1 , - - -lHHiAMt
ft:
backward forward map
National Exhibits
Calendar ol Events
Summer 1993
BUT on Urban Architecture.
Cambridge, Mattachutaas.
Thkikkug the dry 12 views kom
Miy explore* "new *T0tjdes
about the cm/.' 0<-oartrrioni ot
Arohitectur* faculty, working with
students, used Boston a* * potnt
ol departure tor the*
invesoaaoon*. MIT Musaum.
Call 81 7.787 1823 for more
information.
VUlortary Park Designs.
Minneapolis. The Once and
Future Park, presented by the
Walker Art Goner and th*
MlflaMBUfll "j-JUari- nt A,r a-jfj
AIA Meetings
Summer 1993
r
backward forward map
Competitions
Summer 1993
A Under 18 onry. Anyway sdl
under the age ol eithtsen on i
June 1993 can enter the
companion mounted by local
authorities In Hyogo, Japan (or
(he design ot a sculpture to be
placed n the towns Children's
Centre. The centre Itseltwas
designed by Tadao Ando who
also sponsors the oema
compestton. now tn Its ttrd
edition. An etevetY-year-otd
Polsh boy came Irtt last year
with * Cracow Oagon.
g
o
Name:
Addrett:
aty/Sttte/ZIP
Architectural Rrm:
Previous compeaDons'
backward forward map
Feature Story I
House ot the forest Summer 1993
helaa* l*i and early
20th oanturta*. the rugged Mfc<tw> arsa
of upper tiew Vork Stars waa the tiedooaor tar
own dstncakra style Of rut ac r a-uMrmai
wnwcu BlsR tor the summer rearsa*an
of rtr-h dty-deaiart, re Wrcr-3a "graai
campr bufcflngt war* tar Largsr and mor*
krwrtcsas than re tetfuetytes tog houses butt
earlier In the reg-on Witi rue* broad
ms retreats draw on
rang* of ivaeedone. torn tu* Swiss chalet to
the Indian as-nqate-a, tue Zan manaaawy, and
th* Sao Sty)* vtta* of otvar Amartcan rasoru
***'
aflrtMaaaaeal
***" *"" *fcI **--*
f 77- ":.:.' ___
: :
-
:-:-:
,:::-]
backward lorv ard map IISMA
Feature Story II
form Invigorates Function Summer 1993
In his role as tntenor rJesrgrusr, Ronn Mann
goes to great rtsrght* tor he atens And. on
occaewn. to toms depths in order to plan
the psUtst lor an irtvearnertt bartusrs
retadenoe ebutang tue Santa Monwa
Mounrsrut. Msrvt teas* over e poohude raring
and talked down a ckt Whan he scrarr>k*d
up a Csuare* hour laser, h* had camet~and
-putty colored earth m he pockae and a
bouquet ol trudigenoua ocher piaruts n re-
Later. cf*r* and designer hiked over to the
next rtdga to Inspect the see torn a distance
and iooked beck to tu* gray-Qua sructur*
: :
Feature Story III
Stadium in theStadt Summer 1993
li s no oatnddenoo that r.* Lean word
ttarkum . rruaarang stage, and the Oerrnsn
work taSdt msarvtng ony. we so soniar The
dty waa ones conevved ol at a kind of a
stags, a pace B see and be teen, and
ttactumt once itood In or rueer tue cener ot
ataa, a plate tor aliens to garter at weM as
to waich sporang evwuts
The new Matter! Stadium m Genoa nati by
Gregon Auoastat, bves up to tit erymotogy
the structure stands witm the dens* tatnc ot
th* crry no! as a remote opect_ but as
welcome open tpsce mon narrow trees
Not thai the arcr.iiecrs had a chcrcein he
z
o
Profiles of Winning Firms
Summer 1993
A/uore* Duarry *rvd
PUkar^ytuerk. Architect* and
Town Planners, Miami. Founded
1980 (members ot A/am tectonic*
1978-1980); 15 protesuorutlt. 4
registered: ot.er office In
Geriertourg. MO.
Andre* Ouarry. AIA BA
(Architecture *nd Urben Manning).
P-ine*ton 1971: MArch, Yale. 1974
Adjunct Professor of *jdiecut
U. Miami
m
Qreenberg. Toronto, ON, Canada.
Fouruded, ISfll (previousJy ktemdoe
backward forward map
CounterHecession Summer 1993
Djrung tu* 1*73 r*e***lon, when rO
MBsaeassas derrted that tnrugs
wer* kteking up. Hubert Wurrxxuns* ' '
pitey repMed. "When routs let on :-:
your beck, "he orty piacs you can
took 1* up.* Today many people In >
the cktsgn ttnd eonernjcton Lrtdusty ''
are m tu* tame posiebn. The
comapt* ot tu* oonstrucsion Industry '-
led us Imo racesston: with dsckttv* -
Federal acabn, cenaanjcson can
l*ad us out, erasing jobs and HirMiohng tus kikanrcture network
that tupoons s sound economy
o
l '.;.!''''" !.;! i ::;!-?.: :::.:-::- ;- my""'
backward forward
New Products and Literature
Summer 1993
cacfc on Dead tile
to go to reader
Umlneted Glass Basin
Twe layers ot glass are larrsnatad to
produce ths thatterrettttant
Vffasorm"
sink, sard to b* more
durafala tian standard porcelain, e
designed lor both commerael and
residenaal apptcalons. Starudard
colors induct* dear, StanVe. bronze.
gray, blade, peach, and blue, uvrth a
dear or tortltd ftruah. Cruerry CreaA
m*uo> 100 on nmamr san-ce oW
New Curtain Wall Systam
The Vector Curtain Wai Systsm* M s
new *hjgh-perk>rmanca. versanM tec*
OaTtatn wal Thermal attgratv-.
Classifieds
Situation Open Summer 1993
Aaeociste Proiss.or , Building |<\
Construction Program, Virginia
Porytachnlc tnatrtute and State
UnIvertity
Ouslifcaions.
Canckdaws should hold s B S
and M.S. at s irsnieurn witi
Ph.D prelerable In or>nstruc*on
archRecture. and architectural
rjngtnsering, dvil engineenng
mrKhanlcBl engrneertng or
engineenng technology, and
appropiate conttrucion rudustry
eipenence preferred (Induing
field and protect management
and admnrsrraoon experience) o
backward forward map
Reader Service Card
Summer 1993
Please typo in the toibwing krformaoon to recaivB tee
product and liwavre information One* anshed dick
on tie phono icon betow to order product
Nam*.
Rrm:
Tide:
Steal
dry/StaterZip
Telephone:
Your Organzaoon (dtck on A)
A Architectural or AVE
*i Concractor or buider
A IVmn Firm
r
backward forward map new products
Bibliography
Summer 1993
Botgsr. Irene 'Form tntMgorast* FuncSon '
QjttUl Hm 19OT 6-103.
Dixon. Jorn Uomi Itouss st the Forest'
April iM. 106.113
Rshar. Thomas. Xtarskse in the Stem.*
i Apr* im.R-n.
! "!!:!!-:! ' !.! 'y" ! !.:! Iv!'" "'>> "' Y<;x'>>'-- " "" v ; -- ' '.: :::'.''M ' ! " ' " ! " '.'.' ' " " ' ' "
w*icom* to ma, s ssm sa; SmBs
mad* tytiem targeted spsalcaiy Award
pracSdng wttiects The taitowung
paragraphs writ provase you with mlormason
bout how to rurvxjste through the program
To travel through tu* syttam. all ruavgastonaf
commands are located at tu* bottom of **ch
screen. Thes* commands Induda 'forward,'
"backward" and * map.*
Th* 'forward* ccmmsrd allows you to brows*
forward through and eaus.
The *bsuc*kwerd* crjmmsnd allowi you to
review acreent Suit were previously seen
backward forward map
Cor*** W Harvey. Jr.
Trieste Advisors:
Roger RernlngDn
Barbara Pdowy
Mart Cotlen
Scripting Assistance:
Phi Dortey
AppendixV Evaluations
Evaluation: 4.30.93
Circle yes or no
Diclvou find this interactive media system easy to use?
\yes) no
\N^s the design of the interface visually appealing?
Qes^no y^ >L/^U( io^ ^ ^^^u.^
^-^ < + i^*"^
Would you want to use this type of interactive system for your profession?
(yes) no
you browse through magazines, do you look at the advertisements?
yes Vio
Short answer
What topics of interestdo you look for in a magazine? (sports, fashion,
travel etc.) -~-rA -, '/., ^ ^_
What sort of things become "stale" by the time you receive a magazine?
Additional comments:
Evaluation: 4.30.93
Circle yes or no
Did you find this interactive media system easy to use?
yes no
Was the design of the interface visually appealing?
yes) no
Would you want to use this type of interactive system for your profession?
/^yes no
r
When you browse through magazines, do you look at the advertisements?
yes no
Short answer
What topics of interest do you look for in a magazine? (sports, fashion,
travel etc.) -rvv^m: f _ - ^rr ,v v < -. l.
c--
v^^ * \ .. ^ : -~
What sort of things become "stale" by the time you receive a magazine?
Additional comments:
Evaluation: 4.30.93
Circle yes or no
Didyou find this interactive media system easy to use?
no
Was the design of the interface visually appealing?
'yes/ no
Would you want to use this type of interactive system for your profession?
/es) no
When you browse through magazines, do you look at the advertisements?
es) no
Short answer
What topics of interest do you look for in a magazine? (sports, fashion,
travel etc.) fey -^H<^U_ -^ > ^(^.ks-r^A p<^r of- /W ^G.6,^^/Le
What sort of things become "stale" by the time you receive a magazine?
-\0O rv^yr] j "t^cLlS <deJr-<uakb filry^ , /\pO
Additional comments:
uJ.t^ be fW. j^_ o^4^- A^A_ > ^^^ ^^
?VS\jf ,'A. *^x_ A,W- <^ "0/TuU**. v^jj/d ^ Cbr.kJ
Evaluation: 4.30.93
Circle yes or no
Did you find this interactive media system easy to use?
'es} no
Was the design of the interface visually appealing?
/w^ no
uld you want to use this type of interactive system for your profession?
G no
When you browse through magazines, do you look at the advertisements?
yes /no
Short answer
What topics of interest do you look for in a magazine? (sports, j^shioAf
travel etc.)
What sort of things become "stale" by the time you receive a magazine?
Additional comments:
Evaluation: 4.30.93
Circle yes or no
r-Did you find this interactive media system easy to use?
i^es no
WasJhe-design of the interface visually appealing?
yes/ no
WoulckyduNwant to use this type of interactive system for your profession?
yes (no
TWtaen you browse through magazines, do you look at the advertisements?
yes no
Short answer
What topics of interest do you look for in a magazine? (sports, fashion,
travel etc.) C*>.,:^<z~ i ^3=*?^ c:-*.^.- ~<-^ *-~C7Z
What sort of things become "stale" by the time you receive a magazine?
Additional comments:
Qucsxjoanairc forUser Interaction Satisfaction 5.0 Pige 6
18. Reliability of the system
18.1 Operations ire
18.2 System failures occur
18.3 System warns the user about
potential problems
19. System tends to be
19.1 Mechanical devices such as
fans, disks, and printers
19.2 Computer tones, beeps, clicks, etc.
unreliable reliable
123456789 NA
undependable dependable
123456789 NA
frequently seldom
123456789 NA
never always
123456789 NA
noisy quiet
123456789 NA
rd
,*
quiet
23456789 NA
20. Correcting your mistakes
20.1 CbTTecting typo.0jrn^es
5?
N
20.2 Ability to undo operations
21. The needs of both experienced and inexperi
enced users are taken into consideration
21.1 Novices can accomplish tasks
knowing only a few commands
21.2 Experts can use features/shortcuts
\ j annoying pleasant
123456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
complex simple
123456789 NA
inadequate adequate
123456789 NA
neveT always
123456789 NA
with difficulty easily
123456789 NA
with difficulty easily
123456789 NA
C Human/Tiwrurimrr Interaction i-aboTatory, University ofMaryland, 1989
i^taesuonnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction 5.0 Page 5
14. Tasks can be performed in a straight-forward
manner
14.1 Number of steps per task
14.2 Steps to complete a task follow
a logical sequence
14.3 Completion of sequence of steps
15. Help messages on the screen
15.1 Accessing help messages
15.2 Content of help messages
15.3 Amount of help
never always
123456789 NA
toomany just right
123456789 NA
rarely always
123456789 NA
unclear clear
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
16. Supplemental referen^rrfa*Ai
16.1 Tutorials for beginners
16.2 Reference manuals
$^
cffl
It easy
23456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
inadequate adequate
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
PARTD: SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
17. System speed
17.1 Response time for most operations
172 Rate information is displayed
too slow fast enough
123456789 NA
too slow fast enough
123456789 NA
too slow fast enough
123456789 NA
fcHmnaii/G>mputer Interaction Laboratory, University ofMaryland, 1989
Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction 5.0 Page 1
Identification number:
Age:
Sex: male female
Part 1: Type of System to be Rated
1. Name of software:
2. Length of time you have worked on this system
less than 1 hour
1 hour to less than 1 day
1 day to less than 1 week
1 week to less than 1 month
1 month to less than 6 months
3. Average usage per week
Name of hardware:
6months to less than 1 year
1 year to less than 2 years
2 years to less than 3 years
3 years ormore
less than one hour
one to less than 4 hours
Part 2: Past Experience
1. How many different
you worked with? 5
rt/Jtornpu
a
\S
\4;tol<^ess than 10
over 10 hours
p ter systems (e. g., main frames and personal computers) have
none
1
2
3-4
5-6
more than 6
2. Of the following devices, software, and systems, check those that you have personally used and are
familiar with:
keyboard
numeric key pad
mouse
light pen
touch screen
track ball
joy stick
text editor
word processor
file manager
electronic spreadsheet
electronic mail
computer games
video games
colormonitor
time-share system
personal computer
lap computer
computermagazines
computer
user'
group
floppy disks
n/Computer Interaction Laboratory, University ofMaryland,
1989
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p^-t 3: User Evaluation of an Interactive Computer System
Please circle the numbers which most appropriately reflect your impressions about using this computer
system. NotApplicable - NA. Please add your written comments below the corresponding item.
Overall reactions to the system: terrible wonderful
123456789 NA
frustrating satisfying
123456789 NA
dull stimulating
123456789 NA
PART A: SCREEN
h. Characters on the computtrscreen
$
\
cVjSad
.icult easy
123456789
'
NA
I 1.1 Image of characters
1.2 Character shapes (fonts)
2. Highlighting on the screen makes task easier
I 2. 1 Use of reverse video
2.2 Use of blinking
3. Screen layouts make tasks easier
3. 1 Amount of information that can be
displayed on screen
3.2 Arrangement of information on screen
equate power adequate power
123456789 NA
rigid flexible
123456789 NA
hard to read easy to read
123456789 NA
fuzzy sharp
123456789 NA
barely legible very legible
123456789 NA
not at all very much
123456789 NA
unhelpful helpful
123456789 NA
unhelpful helpful
123456789 NA
never always
123456789 NA
inadequate adequate
123456789 NA
illogical logical
123456789 NA
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4. Sequence of screens
4.1 Next screen in a sequence
A2 Going back to the previous screen
4.3 Beginning, middle and end of tasks
confusing clear
123456789 NA
unpredictable predictable
123456789 NA
impossible easy
123456789 NA
confusing clearly marked
123456789 NA
PART B: TERMINOLOGY AND SYSTEM INFORMATION
5. Use of terms throughout system
5.1 Task terms
5.2 Computer terms
6. Terminology relates to the: n /J?j\Wu
6. 1 Computer teTrnindrogy is used
6.2 Terms on the screen
7. Messages which appear on screen
7. 1 Position of instructions on the screen
8. Messages to the user
8. 1 Instructions for commands or choices
8.2 Instructions for correcting errors
orfcistent consistent
23456789 NA
msistent consistent
123456789 NA
inconsistent consistent
123456789 NA
unrelated related
123456789 NA
too frequently appropriately
123456789 NA
ambiguous precise
123456789 NA
inconsistent consistent
123456789 NA
inconsistent consistent
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
confusing clear
123456789 NA
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9. Computer keeps you informed about what it is doing
9.1 Performing an operation leads to a
predictable result
9_2 User can control amount of feedback
10. Errormessages
10.1 Errormessages clarify the problem
10\2 Phrasing of error messages
never always
123456789 NA
never always
123456789 NA
never always
123456789 NA
unhelpful helpful
123456789 NA
never always
123456789 NA
PARTC: LEARNING
11. Learning to operate the system
11.1 Getting started /v\^
U2 Learning advanceoneatures
113 Time to learn to use the system
11 Exploration of features by trial and error
12.1 Exploration of features
122 Discovering new features
13.Remembering names and use of commands
13.1 Remembering specific rules about
entering commands
ci^
ileasant pleasant
23456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
slow fast
123456789 NA
discouraged encouraged
123456789 NA
risky safe
123456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
difficult easy
123456789 NA
Htirnan/Computer Interaction Uboratory, University of
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AppendixVI Supplemental posters
What is IISMA?
Interactive Information system ofmodern architecture
' Digital technology Is great big unkrtown. and an*r
al, *mystery th*moat simulating tore* fi
uruleeanlng. tie rmagnaOon
"
-Rudy Vanderleu*,
Emigremagaane
llSAUoto the work)'* first tntuyacshg Journal d**gruad
s^ueoficairv lor practicing ar ctt tecta It provtd** u**rs
uw th an nformttton network that highlights current
trendsh arerttecftjai design, txjuinq material*.
current archi tecturttj exhibrt* endmora. What tnakam
itSUA unique re Me eMHy corned the u**rmm
Irrrortnaton Iran other leauee, ordar building products,
and provide cJefunilorua tor archrtM-turtB1 terms w*h the
cloX ot a button
Thi* prototype) pays do** attention to deeign
aesthetes attempts to avod ovwdone visual and
sound gimmick*. The design ot the Interface should
be deer end eeey to Ltiderstand. Interecsvemedw
hae simultaneously evolved with other aspect* of Ihe
computer age and H i* Important that designere of
intsrecive systems take into conaeJeraeon th* u**r ot
the program. IISMA s 90*1 ia to consider the user, an
architect, whowento to keep abreastofsitoatl*
currant In the proleeeton of arciuJtockjre u%* thout
denying the .wchjtect certain deaiqn pnnctple*
Welcome to the 21 et oentury. .vetcorne to ItSMA.
How IISMAworks
introduction calendar features editorial promotional rclorencc
To begin the program , th* user wiU nevigal* tvraugh
tie area shown above celled tie "Map.* The itte*
Isted In the black bar at the top r*pr***nt the
categories from which to choose. The torts located
below each eatogory repreeent the eeleelom that toe
user may select by clicking on the** dunonsuvir tie
"mouse'
ot toe computer
One* the use has selected toe irst card, toe words
forward,* 'badnvard.'
and
"map"wll appear at the
bottom of toe screen. Thee* are the command* that
wil as*tat toe user in navtgalng smooMy through eech
screen. By dictong the fonverd or badaa-ard buttons.
toe user is able to browse torough that laaue in a linear
manner (amiler to turning toe page* of a megazto*}.
Theword *map* wU return toe user to to*Map *creen.
From ti* pant, n*vig*aon can egan occur by
ttetecltoq on any ot toe cetegorte*.
Words toat are ti bold letters within toe ten of any of
th* "factor* story-c*t*gorie* denote* 'hot text' By
clotting ones onto these word*, to* uear * ab** to
gan further delutiaonof toat word. Thl* unique
feaajre puis a dossary onto toe *arru* acrasjn a* toe --
feature story. When the cursor cficfc* to* glo***ry areetag
it wH dteappeer, aJJowrtg contnuaben of text reedaig. .>
IISMA departments
Pacific Northwest Meets Manhattan Spring 1993
The Naatvee of to* PrdleWnliessl LJ
Zoamt Indian tobe* are famou* tor to* : |
uoealctu c*w*mont** to*l eatetvale lie laaj
tuyaotaoqtasatan, poa****ian*nddls- LJ
ley. The ntuevM ot tue Upper East Side Kg
rtoee whove on Uauruhartan's Part Ave-H
u* erJtootor. h*r rclucsant huebend and Eft
he Palm Beedi ardhltodwho u**d tue I
ruWmatat votTabraarv ot LtCertmstf to MM
urn a eomoer hour -tjsdroom *p*rtol*nt p3
topping wito mddtog* overwhelmed by ES
toject*. Into * Hght-Med loft speoe de- [ \
forward backward map
Each issue ot /ISAM highlight* a vansty of cateoor.es
This prototype contains turee sjsues. Winter. Sprtng
and Summer 1 093. Each issue todud** three feature
stone*. The feature *tary shown above i* an
illustrated article about an arcNtecf* renoveted horn*
in New York City Word* wrthn ti* tort denoted by
bold letters indicate "hot trot* in which tie u**r can '
gam a further definition of to*word by dicfctng onto
It once.
Oto*r teeawe stortes includewild** about vacalon
homes, an innovative design for an elementary
school. * took at an airport terminal 25 year* aMsr
construction end artde* on home titshors. Tht*
prototype attempt* to todud* a broad rang* ot
subject related to architecture, hereby provtdng
toe opportunity to link related topics (ram several
issue* The Idea of toatonng erOdee is notmerely
to smut*** pnnled m ageones formal, but to
provide a foundalon tor otu*r experimentsoon wlttn
the prototype.
Perhepe to* printed magazinewil not be replaced by
interactive media, interactive media should only
attempt to provide an altematve, it not an extonsion
of to*megezrne as an mformalon system.
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